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ANDREAS GIGER

The premiere of Pagliacci on 21 May 1892 made
Ruggero Leoncavallo a famous man overnight
at the age of thirty-five. His first opera,
Chatterton, had languished unperformed in the
archives of Luigi Trebbi and Achille Tedeschi
since 1876, and his second, I Medici, nearly
complete, had been dropped by its publisher
Ricordi in favor of Puccini’s revised Edgar in
1891. The success of Pagliacci was somewhat
unexpected, but it has endured. In 1907, fifteen
years after the premiere, Pagliacci became the
first opera to be recorded in its entirety, and to
this day it remains one of the most frequently
performed.1

The story of the opera has proven to be pro-
foundly moving. Set in two acts as a play within
a play, it centers on the itinerant troupe of
Canio, his wife Nedda, Tonio, and Peppe, who
have arrived at the Calabrian village of Montalto
to present their commedia dell’arte. The ac-
tors will play the traditional characters of
Pagliaccio, Columbina, Pulcinella (called
Taddeo), and Arlecchino. In act I, Canio discov-
ers through the treachery of Nedda’s spurned
admirer, Tonio, that Nedda has been secretly
meeting with her young lover, Silvio. Over-
whelmed with grief and jealousy, Canio sings
his famous aria “Vesti la giubba” at the close of
act I. When the “Commedia” is performed that
evening (act II), Canio as Pagliaccio cannot
maintain his role in the farce of discovering
Colombina in a tryst with Arlecchino, and de-
mands that Nedda reveal the name of her real-
life lover. As Silvio rushes from the audience to
defend her, Canio kills both of them before the
eyes of the horrified audience. The opera’s vio-
lence, low-class characters, “Prologue” with its
promise to depict “a slice of life,” and premiere

“Svesti la giubba,” or, Uncloaking
the Genesis of Pagliacci

 Sooner or later, every man invents for himself a story he believes to be his life.

I would like to thank Lorenza Guiot and Francesco
Braghetta for their help in obtaining and transcribing some
of the sources used for this article and the anonymous
reviewers for their helpful feedback. The epigraph is from
Max Frisch, Mein Name sei Gantenbein. “Jeder Mensch
erfindet sich früher oder später eine Geschichte, die er für
sein Leben hält.”

1The statistics for 2014 are at http://operabase.com/
top.cgi?lang=en&season=2014, accessed 1 October 2017;
those for earlier seasons reveal similar results.
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within two years of Mascagni’s Cavalleria
rusticana (based on the play of the same name
by Giovanni Verga) have elevated Pagliacci to
the status of a quintessential verismo opera in
which context it continues to be covered in
scholarly and pedagogical literature.2

The fame of the opera greatly exceeds our
knowledge of its history. The reasons for this
discrepancy are manifold and related. The prin-
cipal one dates to August of 1943, when the
British Bomber Command began a series of
nightly aerial attacks on Milan, destroying the
Casa musicale of Leoncavallo’s publisher,
Sonzogno, and heavily damaging the Teatro Dal
Verme, where Pagliacci was first performed.
The resulting scarcity of documents pertinent
to the opera’s compositional history has led
scholarship to rely almost exclusively on
Leoncavallo’s “Appunti,” an incomplete eighty-
page autobiography that the composer dictated
in 1915 to Giuseppe Andriulli, a journalist work-
ing for Sonzogno’s daily Il secolo.3 Throughout
his life, Leoncavallo frequently felt wronged
and took advantage of opportunities to justify
his actions, either in personal letters to friends
and colleagues or in open letters to newspa-
pers. The “Appunti” were probably intended as
yet another outlet for him to use in telling his
side of the story.

The “Appunti” are without doubt an impor-
tant source for Leoncavallo’s biography through
the composition of Pagliacci, and every recent

biographer has relied on them almost exclu-
sively.4 Konrad Dryden, the author of the first
full-length biography in English, even goes a
step further, claiming that “a careful checking
of facts proved most of the Appunti’s details to
be correct.”5 But no Leoncavallo scholar has
drawn on the best sources for verifying the
“Appunti”: Edoardo Sonzogno’s letters to the
composer held at the Fondo Leoncavallo of the
Biblioteca cantonale ticinese in Locarno, to-
gether with unpublished letters from Leon-
cavallo to influential friends, their recollections,
and notifications in the press. These sources
have not been consulted for a variety of rea-
sons. The Sonzogno letters are extremely
difficult to read and have thus been quoted
only in snippets; only now are they being deci-
phered and transcribed in full.6 Other sources
had been forgotten, misinterpreted, or ignored:
these include letters to and from Leoncavallo,
the Pagliacci contract, libretto fragments in-
tended to enlarge the role of Tonio, and a manu-
script copy of Tamayo y Baus’s Un drama
nuevo, a potential source for Pagliacci, all to be
discussed below. The remaining sources are in
obscure publications that have become readily
accessible only through such Web sites as
gallica.bnf.fr or internetculturale.it. Thus, it is
hardly surprising that such a large corpus of
newly considered sources tells a story of
Pagliacci that differs substantially from the one
told in the “Appunti.”

It is understandable that Leoncavallo would
have tailored the narrative of Pagliacci’s ori-

2For the “Prologue” as operatic manifesto of verismo, see,
for instance, Federico Fornoni, “Pagliacci: libretto e guida
all’opera,” in La Fenice prima dell’Opera 2008 [No.] 9, ed.
Michele Girardi, Cecilia Palandri, and Elena Tonolo
(Treviso: L’artegrafica, 2008), 91; Daniele Rubboli, Ridi
Pagliaccio (Lucca: Maria Pacini Fazzi, 1985), 74; Mauro
Lubrani and Giuseppe Tavanti, Ruggero Leoncavallo: I
successi, i sogni, le delusioni (Florence: Polistampa, 2007),
21; and Konrad Dryden, Leoncavallo: Life and Works
(Lanham, MD: Scarecrow Press, 2007), 37. For the quintes-
sential verismo opera, see Hans-Joachim Wagner, Fremde
Welten: Die Oper des italienischen Verismo (Stuttgart:
Metzler, 1999), 171. For music history textbooks, see Ri-
chard Taruskin and Christopher H. Gibbs, The Oxford
History of Western Music, College Edition (Oxford: Ox-
ford University Press, 2013), 777–78. Based on the promi-
nence of offstage song, performer-characters, and an ex-
treme reliance on bells, Arman Schwartz has recently ar-
gued for Puccini’s Tosca as a particularly good exemplar of
a verismo opera. See his “Rough Music: Tosca and Verismo
Reconsidered,” this journal 31 (2008): 228–44.
3A brief history of the document appears in Dryden,
Leoncavallo, 12.

4In addition to Dryden, see Rubboli, Ridi, Pagliaccio;
Lubrani/Tavanti, Ruggero Leoncavallo; and Sabrina Landi-
Malavolti, Ruggero Leoncavallo: Vita, opere, anedotti e
curiosità (Perugia: Ibiskos, 2008). Earlier biographers re-
lied on Leoncavallo’s much shorter autobiographical sketch
in Illustri italiani contemporanei. Memorie giovanili
autobiografiche: Letterati, artisti, scienziati, uomini
politici, patrioti e pubblicisti, compiled by Onorato Roux,
4 vols. (Florence: Bemporad, n.d.), II, part 2:295–300. See,
for instance, Raffaello De Rensis, Umberto Giordano e
Ruggero Leoncavallo (Siena: Ticci, 1949); and Carlo Nardi,
L’origine del melodramma Pagliacci con uno studio critico
sull’arte di Leoncavallo e Puccini del maestro Francesco
Saverio Salfi (Genoa: Di Stefano, 1959).
5Dryden, Leoncavallo, 12.
6Francesco Braghetta (who is working on a complete edi-
tion of all the letters to and from Leoncavallo) and I have
independently transcribed the early ones (the ones rel-
evant to this study) and then compared our transcriptions.
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gins to his advantage, but the “Appunti” have
nevertheless obscured our understanding of the
opera’s history with a harlequin costume of
omissions and distortions. These include such
intertwined topics as Leoncavallo’s early deal-
ings with Sonzogno, the sources for the libretto
and music, and the performances planned for
Paris. The topic of originality would play a
particularly important role in this narrative as
Leoncavallo found himself confronted with
charges of overt influence, borrowing, or pla-
giarism. As we will see, he would defend him-
self in open and private letters and, toward the
end of his life, in his “Appunti,” emphasizing
the novelty and real-life basis of his Pagliacci
and thus aligning it with the verismo of the
giovane scuola. Indebtedness to earlier compo-
sitions, whether those of others or his own,
would need to be suppressed. In short,
Leoncavallo would attempt to protect his legacy,
shaping a false impression of the opera’s gen-
esis and skewing the assessment of its prov-
enance and historical position.

The Audition with Sonzogno

The beginning of Pagliacci falls in October 1891
with Leoncavallo and Giulio Ricordi meeting
in Ricordi’s office in Milan. In 1888/89,
Leoncavallo had sold Ricordi the rights to his
opera I Medici—and with it the rights of any
future opera—and was now hoping to secure a
performance.7 To Leoncavallo’s disappointment,
Ricordi had decided in favor of Giacomo
Puccini’s revised Edgar instead of I Medici.
Having waited for more than two years to see I
Medici performed, Leoncavallo realized that it
was time for a new start with a new publisher.
Encouraged by the success of Pietro Mascagni’s
Cavalleria rusticana, published a year and a
half earlier by Sonzogno, Leoncavallo immersed
himself in his new project, then titled
Pagliaccio. According to the “Appunti,” he
drafted the libretto in less than twenty days
and composed the music in two months.8

In consultation with a lawyer, Ferruccio Foà,
Leoncavallo devised a plan to circumvent his
contractual obligations with Ricordi.9 Accord-
ing to this plan, Leoncavallo would read the
libretto of Pagliaccio to Ricordi in the com-
pany of witnesses, and if Ricordi did not offer
him a contract, Leoncavallo would be free to
take his work elsewhere. The plan worked.
Ricordi insisted on seeing the music before of-
fering a contract, whereas Leoncavallo insisted
on a contract based on the libretto alone, in
agreement with the procedure they had fol-
lowed with I Medici. When Ricordi did not
budge, Leoncavallo walked out of the meeting,
intent on approaching Sonzogno.10

At this point, Leoncavallo’s memoir begins
to diverge from the accounts available in other
sources. According to the “Appunti,” Leon-
cavallo knew two of Sonzogno’s associates:
Alessandro Barilati (a former impresario), and
Amintore Galli (Sonzogno’s second-in-com-
mand and editor of Sonzogno’s house journal Il
teatro illustrato). Leoncavallo claimed that Galli
had heard him play the opera on the piano, had
liked it, and had recommended him to
Sonzogno, who at the time was in Florence
overseeing the first Italian production of
Camille Saint-Saëns’s Samson et Dalila, which
opened on 26 March 1892.11 Leoncavallo says
that he borrowed money for a third-class ticket,
took the train to Florence, and found Sonzogno
ill. In no condition to hear a reading, Sonzogno
asked Leoncavallo for permission to keep the
libretto overnight, sent him a free ticket to
Samson et Dalila, told him the following morn-
ing that he liked the libretto, and asked to see
him two days later at Casa Sonzogno in Milan,
where he would offer him a contract with the
same conditions he had offered Mascagni for

7The date of the contract with Ricordi cannot be estab-
lished with certainty. Nicola Tabanelli (“La causa Ricordi-
Leoncavallo,” Rivista musicale italiana 6 [1899]: 833) sug-
gests it was signed toward the end of 1888, the “Appunti”
(58–59) in July 1889.
8Leoncavallo, “Appunti,” 65.

9Ibid., 65–66. Foà’s Manuale del diritto d’autore (Milan:
Trèves, 1931) includes a section (“Obbligo di pubblicazione
e rappresentazione,” 138–44) that may have been inspired
by Leoncavallo’s experience.
10Leoncavallo, “Appunti,” 67.
11Samson et Dalila was one of the operas for which
Sonzogno held the Italian rights. See Mario Morini and
Piero Ostali, Jr. “Cronologia delle opere,” in Casa Musi-
cale Sonzogno: Cronologie, saggi, testimonianze, ed. Mario
Morini, Nandi Ostali, and Piero Ostali, Jr., 2 vols. (Milan:
Sonzogno, 1995), II, 743; and Dizionario degli editori
musicali italiani, 1750–1930, ed. Bianca Maria Antolini
(Pisa: Edizioni ETS, 2000), 332.
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Cavalleria rusticana. Pressed to leave for Paris,
he had no time to hear the music; Galli’s rec-
ommendation was assurance enough.12

It is a Cinderella story. A struggling com-
poser borrows money for a chance at present-
ing his opera to a famous editor. He takes with
him only the libretto, finds the editor ill, suf-
fers through a sleepless night, and emerges vic-
torious. Unfortunately, the story does not hold
up to scrutiny. In his first extant letter to
Leoncavallo, sent from Florence probably
around mid-March 1892, Sonzogno wrote: “Dear
Mr. Leoncavallo, I have just received your let-
ter of yesterday. First of all, I can confirm what
I said before my departure [emphasis added],
namely that I will be in Milan in the first two
weeks of the coming month.”13 Sonzogno was
presumably referring to his departure from
Milan for Florence, suggesting that the first
meeting (and perhaps the audition) took place
in Milan, not Florence.

Later letters further contradict Leoncavallo’s
story. On 26 May 1892, Sonzogno referred to
“the observations I made when I heard the en-
tire opera at the piano,” and on 9 June he added,
“When I heard the music of Pagliacci—and it
was you who played it!—I liked it quite a bit
but found it long, to put it bluntly.”14 These
observations indicate that Leoncavallo audi-

tioned for Sonzogno by performing the entire
opera at the piano in Milan—not by dropping
off a libretto in Florence—and that Sonzogno
was not entirely satisfied.

It is difficult to believe that Leoncavallo
would invent a trip to Florence solely to por-
tray his audition in a moving light. As it turns
out, he did not invent the trip itself, but mis-
represented the circumstances under which he
took it. An understanding of these circum-
stances requires a reconstruction of the history
of Pagliacci during the first months of 1892.
Leoncavallo for the most part is silent about
his work on the opera during that period. If we
have any hope of recovering that history, we
must turn to contextual evidence.

It appears that once Leoncavallo had drafted
Pagliaccio in short score or vocal score, he
turned for help to his friend Victor Maurel, the
baritone who had created the role of Jago in
Verdi’s Otello and would soon create that of
Falstaff. Maurel recalls in a 1920 interview with
the journal Il Carroccio that he had learned of
Leoncavallo’s experience with I Medici, took
pity on him, and used his influence with Luigi
Piontelli (the impresario of La Scala) to arrange
a production of Pagliaccio for the subsequent
fall at the Teatro Dal Verme.15 According to
Leoncavallo, however, the impresarios in charge
were Angelo Villa and Giuseppe Damiani, pos-
sibly associates of Piontelli (the impresario of
La Scala),16 and the performance was arranged

12Leoncavallo, “Appunti,” 67–69. In a shorter autobiographi-
cal sketch, dating from 1900, Leoncavallo did not even
mention Galli’s role and insisted that Sonzogno acquired
Pagliacci “after having read only the libretto [dopo ch’egli
ebbe soltanto letto il libretto].” See Leoncavallo’s contri-
bution in Illustri italiani contemporanei, II, part 2:299.
13“Caro Signor Leoncavallo, Ricevo la pregiata Sua d’jeri.
Anzitutto posso confermarle quanto le dissi avanti la mia
partenza che cioè mi troverò a Milano nella prima
quindicina del mese venturo.” Undated letter from
Sonzogno to Leoncavallo, held in Locarno at the Biblioteca
cantonale ticinese, Fondo Leoncavallo (henceforth CH-
LObc). It is certainly possible that by “la mia partenza,”
Sonzogno meant not his departure from Milan but simply
leaving to run an errand. Nevertheless, Leoncavallo claims
that Sonzogno was ill, and there is no trace of an errand in
the letter.
14“[Le] osservazioni da me fatte quando udii tutta l’opera
al piano.” Sonzogno to Leoncavallo, 26 May (sent from
Paris). “Quando ho sentito la musica dei Pagliacci, ed
eravate voi che la eseguivate, (!) mi piacque assai ma la
trovai lunga, per spiegarmi materialmente.” Sonzogno to
Leoncavallo, 9 June 1892 (sent from Baden-Baden). Both
letters are held at CH-LObc. Leoncavallo (“Appunti,” 69)
recalls that having returned to Milan, he offered to play
the music of Pagliacci for Sonzogno and that Sonzogno,
who was in a hurry to leave for Paris, declined.

15Pasquale De Biasi, “Come nacque il Prologo dei Pagliacci:
Reminiscenze del baritono Maurel affidate al Carroccio,”
Il Carroccio 11, no. 2 (1920): 208–09. Il Carroccio was
published in New York and focused on “Italian culture,
propaganda, and defense in America” (as stated in the mast-
head). Maurel recalls that he offered to sing Tonio and
accepted a longstanding invitation to sing at the Dal Verme
only under the condition that the theater produce
Leoncavallo’s new opera. The invitation must have per-
tained to Ambroise Thomas’s Hamlet. See Amintore Galli,
“L’Amleto di Thomas al Dal Verme,” Il teatro illustrato
12 (June 1892): 69.
16Due to a lack of sources, very little is known about
Piontelli’s role at La Scala, except that he was dependent
on Ricordi and known to have tried to expand his sphere
of influence to other opera houses in northern Italy. For a
brief assessment of his career in Venice, see Jutta Toelle,
Oper als Geschäft: Impresari an italienischen
Opernhäusern 1860–1900 (Kassel: Bärenreiter, 2007), 97–
106. In an announcement of Piontelli’s expansive tenden-
cies, Le ménestrel wrote: “In his undertaking, [Piontelli]
today has the following associates: Mr. Luigi Cesari, former
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for spring, not fall.17 Whatever the truth,
Piontelli fell seriously ill, Villa and Damiani
folded, and the fate of Pagliaccio was once again
up in the air.18

Whereas Leoncavallo was hoping for a pre-
miere during the spring season, Sonzogno em-
phasized in the aforementioned undated letter
sent from Florence that such an early premiere
would be impractical as far as he was con-
cerned, clarifying at the same time the condi-
tions of the contract:

I would not be able to mount your work until this
coming fall, because the season here closes on 10
April. As to the conditions I can offer you, they

cannot be different from those I offer to other com-
posers whose works have not yet stood the test of
the stage.

For Giordano’s Mala Vita, for instance, which is
in three acts, I approved 200 Lire a month for a year
plus 30% on proceeds from rentals for the duration
of 20 years.

For Cilea’s Tilda, also in 3 acts, I gave 1500 Lire
and 30% as above. The true compensation consists,
after all, in staging every work entirely at my ex-
pense and in a good performance. Now, your
Pagliaccio is not exactly easy to perform, as in addi-
tion to excellent orchestral and choral forces, it re-
quires a tenor-actor, something very difficult to find
today.

I wanted to let you know all this viva voce at
leisure, but inasmuch as I don’t see any possibility
of mounting your work before fall, we have plenty of
time to talk about it, come to an agreement, and
prepare. . . .

So much for my initial ideas. See what you think
about them. In any case, it would be good to arrange
right away for the parts, even in several copies, for
those [singers] to study who seem to us best suited
to handle them.19

Despite Piontelli’s illness and the collapse of
Villa and Damiani, Leoncavallo and Maurel ap-
pear to have pushed for a spring premiere.
Maurel claims the contract he had with Piontelli
for the premiere of Pagliacci went to Carlo
Superti, the new impresario at the Dal Verme.20

director of the Dal Verme of Milan and the Regio of Turin,
the conductor Superti, who has worked in America, [as
well as] Graziosi and Pozzali. It is said that this new
impresa dreams of uniting in its hands the Regio of Turin,
the Carlo Felice of Genoa, La Fenice of Venice, and possi-
bly others with La Scala. [. . . ] [Piontelli] a aujourd’hui
pour associés dans cette entreprise M. Luigi Cesari, an-
cient directeur du Dal Verme de Milan et du Regio de
Turin, le maestro Superti, qui a exercé en Amérique, MM.
Graziosi et Pozzali. On annonce que cette nouvelle impresa
songe à réunir dans ses mains, avec la Scala, le Regio de
Turin, le Carlo Felice de Gênes, la Fenice de Venise, d’autres
encore peut-être. . . .]” Le ménestrel 57 (14 June 1891):
190. It thus appears that these associates ran a specific
theater as extensions of Piontelli, who in turn was depen-
dent on Ricordi (Michele Girardi calls the impresa Piontelli
a “dummy” [prestanome] for Ricordi). See Anna Laura
Bellina, Michele Girardi, and Maria Ida Biggi, La Fenice,
1792–1996: Il teatro, la musica, il pubblico, l’impresa
(Venice: Marsilio, 2003), 119.

I have not been able to confirm at the Teatro Dal Verme
the presence of the impresarios Piontelli, Villa, or Damiani
for any 1892 season, and I have not been able to determine
why Villa and Damiani folded. As Livia Cavaglieri (Tra arte
e mercato: Agenti e agenzie teatrali nel XIX secolo [Rome:
Bulzoni, 2006], 247–49, 253–54, and 398–99) has shown,
theatrical agencies, which also represented impresarios, had
gradually been deregulated since 1859 and by the 1890s
had reached a number that oversaturated the market. Al-
though Villa owned a reputable agency that would have
supported his efforts as impresario, it would not have been
surprising if he and Damiani realized that they could not
fulfill their obligations and threw in the towel. It is pos-
sible that Villa and Damiani’s problems began in January,
when the Dal Verme had to close, ostensibly due to an
influenza epidemic (possibly the cause also of Piontelli’s
illness). It reopened only a few days later, on 23 January,
with Cavalleria rusticana. See C. F. “L’arte a Milano,”
L’arpa 39, nos. 3–4 (26 January 1892): 17; and “Rivista
Milanese,” Gazzetta musicale di Milano 47, no. 4 (24 Janu-
ary 1892): 59.
17See the first undated letter, quoted below, from Leon-
cavallo to Pierfrancesco Albicini, held at the Museo
Ruggiero Leoncavallo in Montalto.
18Ibid., and De Biasi, “Come nacque il Prologo dei Pa-
gliacci,” 209.

19“Io non potrei far montare il Suo lavoro che nell’autunno
prossimo[,] la stagione quì chiudendosi il 10 Aprile. In
quanto alle condizioni che posso offrirle non possono
variare da quelle che offro ad altri Maestri i cui lavori non
hanno ancora avuto la prova della scena.

Al Giordano per esempio per la Mala Vita che è in tre atti
io ho passato 200 Lire al mese per un anno riservandogli poi
il 30pc/o sui prodotti dei noli che si avessero a fare in seguito
per la durata di 20 anni.

Al Cilea per la Tilda, pure in 3 atti[,] ho dato 1500 Lire
ed il 30pc/o come sopra. Il vero compenso consiste insomma
nel mettere in scena ogni lavoro a tutte mie spese e con
una buona esecuzione.

Ora il Suo Pagliaccio non è davvero di facile esecuzione
richiedendo oltre alle eccellenti masse d’orchestra e cori
un tenore attore, cosa assai difficile a trovarsi oggidì.

È di tutto questo che volevo intrattenerla verbalmente
e con calma, tanto però che non vedendo la possibilità di
montare il Suo lavoro prima dell’autunno vi era tutto il
tempo di parlarne, mettersi d’accordo e provvedere. . . .

Eccole esposte le mie prime idee. Veda lei che cose ne
può conchiudere. Sarebbe bene combinandoci aver presto
in ogni modo le parti, anche in vari esemplari da far studiare
a chi ci sembri meglio idoneo a sostenerle” (CH-LObc).
20De Biasi, “Come nacque il Prologo dei Pagliacci,” 209;
and Leoncavallo, “Appunti,” 70.
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In an undated letter to his friend Pierfrancesco
Albicini, editor of the Bolognese journal L’arpa,
Leoncavallo wrote:

I’m so glad I asked you not to announce in your
journal anything about Pagliaccio! We are in a pe-
riod in which we cannot trust anyone, not even
stamped paper! My contract with the Dal Verme has
gone up in smoke because Villa and Damiani fell flat
on their backs! If, however, I was unlucky in this
regard, I should tell you first that in another regard I
have basically settled everything to go into business
with Sonzogno and then that the opera will be given
this spring anyway or, at the latest, in the fall in
Florence. It is satisfying for me to see that an opera
by a young man who has not yet given anything to
the theater should have so many offers, all advanta-
geous and lucrative for me. . . . I will not fail to let
you know what I will have decided, something that
will absolutely have to be done in the next two
weeks. To you, who are more a brother to me than a
friend, I say that I believe I really have succeeded
with this work, and all those who hear it make the
happiest predictions. Would God that they’ll come
true! It is about time that I too have some artistic
satisfaction and leisure to dedicate myself once and
for all to my sole ideal [the trilogy Crepusculum].21

Maurel suggests that Superti did not take
the measures necessary to guarantee a spring
premiere and he, Maurel, therefore took con-
trol of the theater in light of Piontelli’s illness

and Superti’s incompetence: “Very familiar with
Milan in all that concerned matters of the stage
and the theater, forty-eight hours sufficed to
put everything in order.”22

Surely such plans could not have been made
without Sonzogno’s input and required that
Leoncavallo visit Sonzogno in Florence. Once
again he wrote to Albicini: “Pagliaccio may be
given sooner than you think, but for today, I
cannot tell you more. If a decision is made, I
will be forced to go personally to Sonzogno in
Florence, and on my way I will ask you to meet
me for a moment at the train station, where I
will explain everything in two words.”23

Leoncavallo must indeed have taken the trip
because Sonzogno later recalled that Leon-
cavallo saw the Florence production of Samson
et Dalila. But he appears to have taken it to
discuss the upcoming premiere, not for an au-
dition.24

Why would Leoncavallo distort the circum-
stances of his trip to Florence? As we recall,
Ricordi had offered Leoncavallo a contract for I
Medici solely on the basis of the libretto. With
Pagliacci, he was no longer willing to offer the
same conditions and instead asked to see the
music first. Leoncavallo by that time had al-
ready completed the music, but was unwilling
to show it. As Sonzogno’s letter reveals, he did
show the music to Sonzogno, playing it for him
at the piano. But it was much more effective to
suggest in his “Appunti” that Sonzogno had

21“Come feci bene di pregarti di non annunziare nel tuo
giornale [L’arpa] nulla ancora a proposito di Pagliaccio!
Siamo in un epoca in cui non c’è più da fidarsi nemmeno
della carta bollata! Il contratto che avea col Dal Verme è
andato a monte perchè Villa e Damiani sono andati colle
gambe all’aria! Però se da questo lato sono stato sfortunato
debbo dirti da un altro canto che primieramente ho quasi
tutto definito per entrare in affari con Sonzogno, e poi che
l’opera sarà data in questa primavera lo stesso o al più
tardi in autunno a Firenze. Una soddisfazione per me è
quella di vedere che mai opera di un giovane che non ha
ancora nulla dato al teatro ebbe mai tante proposizioni e
tutte vantaggiose e lucrose per me. . . . Non mancherò di
tenerti al corrente di quanto avrò deciso, cosa che deve
farsi assolutamente fra una quindicina di giorni. A te, che
più che amico mi sei fratello, dico che il lavoro credo
proprio averlo riuscito, e tutti quelli che lo sentono fanno
i più lieti pronostici. Voglia Iddio che si avverino per me!
Sarebbe tempo che anch’io avessi un po’ di soddisfazioni
artistiche e un po’ di calma per dedicarmi in tutto e per
tutto al mio solo ideale!” Undated letter from Leoncavallo
to Albicini (Museo Ruggiero Leoncavallo, Montalto). I am
grateful to Franco Pascale of the Museo Ruggiero
Leoncavallo in Montalto for providing me with a scan of
the Albicini letters.

22“Praticissimo di Milano in tutto ciò che concerneva
questioni sceniche e teatrali, quarantott’ore mi bastarono
per mettere tutto a posto.” De Biasi, “Come nacque il
Prologo dei Pagliacci,” 210.
23“Forse Pagliaccio si darà di più presto che non pensi, ma
per oggi non posso ancora dirti nulla. Se la cosa si decide
sarò costretto ad andar personalmente da Sonzogno a
Firenze, e passando ti pregherò di venire un po’ alla stazione
dove in due parole ti spiegherò tutto.” Leoncavallo to
Albicini (Museo Ruggiero Leoncavallo, Montalto). See also
Leoncavallo sconosciuto: Mostra di lettere inedite, ed.
Luisa Longobucco (Montalto Uffugo: Editoriale progretto,
2000), 19; Longobucco vaguely identifies the addressee as
Leoncavallo’s “friend Piero.”
24In his letter of 7 June 1892, sent from Baden-Baden,
Sonzogno recalls that Leoncavallo had heard Samson et
Dalila in Florence (CH-LObc). And Leoncavallo recalls that
Sonzogno was aware of the opportunity to produce Pagliacci
at the Dal Verme when they met in Florence: “as I know
that you have a good opportunity at the Dal Verme [siccome
so che ha una buona occasione per il Da[l] Verme]”
(“Appunti,” 69).
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been willing to offer a contract after having
seen only the libretto, whereas Ricordi would
not, while at the same time concealing that
Sonzogno had reservations about the score and
its composer.25 That Sonzogno was persuaded
by the libretto alone, however, would have been
a sign of its immediate appeal. Galli’s recom-
mendation of the opera as a whole, acknowl-
edged in the “Appunti,” did not diminish
Leoncavallo’s portrayal of Sonzogno as a pub-
lisher who recognized a good work when he
saw one and Ricordi as a fool who missed out
on an excellent opportunity.

The Source of the PAGLIACCI Libretto

The “Appunti” are even more misleading in
acknowledging the source of the Pagliacci li-
bretto. Leoncavallo claims that it is based on a
“tragedy that had engraved in blood the memo-
ries of my distant childhood.”26 These “memo-
ries” refer to a crime of passion that took place
late at night on 5 March 1865 in Montalto,
where Leoncavallo’s father, Vincenzo, served
as district judge and led the trial, at least ini-
tially. The documents chronicling the proceed-
ings have been published in various degrees of
completeness and provide a reasonably clear
account of the crime to which the “Appunti”
refer.

On 4 March 1865, Gaetano Scavello, a ser-
vant in his early twenties, invited an unidenti-
fied woman to his place. She was at the time in
the company of Pasquale Esposito, servant of
the brothers Giovanni and Luigi D’Alessandro,
and seems to have declined the invitation.
Scavello asked Esposito whether he was a go-
between for Luigi D’Alessandro and the woman,
Esposito responded that he was not, and Scavello

attacked him with a stick. Esposito complained
to his masters, who intercepted Scavello on his
way home and threatened him with a whip.
Scavello managed to escape, but the following
day, four hours after sundown, as he was leav-
ing the local theater, the D’Alessandro broth-
ers stabbed him, once in the arm and once in
the stomach. Giovanni was apprehended the
same night; Luigi fled but eventually turned
himself in to the authorities at Cosenza.
Scavello died at two in the morning.27

The connections between the court case and
Leoncavallo’s libretto are tenuous at best: the
only parallels pertain to the locale, the time
period, the murder, and the motive of violated
masculine honor.28 Carlo Nardi and Matteo
Sansone have pointed to a more likely source
of inspiration, a series of plays and operas
sparked by the publication in 1858 of the com-
plete works of Anthoine Girard, called “Taba-
rin,” a seventeenth-century comedian known
for performing commedia dell’arte-like farces
with his wife and selling quack drugs.29 One of
these Tabarin-inspired works, Catulle Mendès’s
1887 one-act play La Femme de Tabarin, has
played a particularly significant role in the his-
tory of Pagliacci, for in July 1894, Sonzogno
warned Leoncavallo that Mendès was attempt-
ing to block performances of Pagliacci in Paris.30

A month later, Mendès wrote to Leoncavallo
directly, accusing him of (and eventually suing

25These reservations appear to have been substantial. Not
only did Sonzogno not advertise the Pagliacci premiere in
his house journal, Il teatro illustrato, but he felt that the
opera was too long to be given in a single act and not
conducive to be given in two and that the characters “show
sentiments above their social position” (Sonzogno to
Leoncavallo, 26 May 1892 [CH-LObc]). In addition, he kept
holding up Mascagni as a model, which must have irri-
tated Leoncavallo to no end. See, for instance, Sonzogno’s
letters to Leoncavallo of 26 May and 2 June (both at CH-
LObc).
26“Tragedia che aveva solcato di sangue i ricordi della mia
infanzia lontana.” Leoncavallo, “Appunti,” 65.

27Nardi, L’origine del melodramma Pagliacci, 27–38; and
Luisa Longobucco, I Pagliacci di Leoncavallo (Soveria
Mannelli: Rubbetino, 2003), 14–24. I am grateful to Alberto
Rizzuti for his help in obtaining a copy of Nardi’s book.
28Teresa Lerario (“Ruggero Leoncavallo e il soggetto dei
Pagliacci,” Chigiana 36–37 [1971]: 120) concludes that “in
no phase of the literary work did [Leoncavallo] relate the
facts as they took place in reality [(Leoncavallo) non riferì,
in nessuna fase del lavoro letterario, i fatti quali si svolsero
nella realtà].” Longobucco (I Pagliacci di Leoncavallo, 30
and 32) nevertheless tries to draw parallels, with question-
able results. For instance, she associates the whip with
which Nedda abuses Tonio and the stick with which
Scavello attacked the servant, as well as the location of
the crime inside the theater (Pagliacci) and outside a the-
ater (Scavello murder).
29Oeuvres complètes de Tabarin, ed. Gustave Aventin, 2
vols. (Paris: Jannet, 1858); and Matteo Sansone, “The
‘Verismo’ of Ruggero Leoncavallo: A Source Study of
Pagliacci,” Music & Letters 70 (1989): 348–58. See also
Nardi (L’origine del melodramma Pagliacci, 39–44), who
appears to have been the first scholar to tie Pagliacci to
Mendès’s La Femme de Tabarin.
30Sonzogno to Leoncavallo, 16 July 1894 (CH-LObc).
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him for) having “borrowed” from his play both
topic and plot and demanding that the scores
and playbills of Pagliacci read “after la Femme
de Tabarin by Mr. Catulle Mendès.”31

Leoncavallo responded to Sonzogno, stating that
Pagliacci belongs to a tradition of related works
and that if he was guilty of borrowing, then
Mendès himself might be guilty of having bor-
rowed from Un drama nuevo, a play by Manuel
Tamayo y Baus (known under the pen name
Joaquín Estébanez):

M. Mendès goes pretty far in declaring a priori that
Pagliacci is an imitation of his Femme de Tabarin. I
had not known this book, and only know it now
through the accounts given in the daily papers. You
will remember that at the time of the first perfor-
mance of Pagliacci at Milan in 1892 several critics
accused me of having taken the subject of my opera
from the Drama nuevo of the well-known Spanish
writer, Estebanez.32 What would M. Mendès say if
he were accused of having taken the plot of La Femme
de Tabarin from the Drama nuevo, which dates
back to 1830 or 1840?

Leoncavallo goes on to reject the charge of hav-
ing borrowed from Un drama nuevo: “It is
absolutely true that I knew at that time no
more of the Drama nuevo than I know now of
La Femme de Tabarin. I saw the first-men-
tioned work in Rome represented by Novelli
six months after Pagliacci’s first production in
Milan.”33

In Un drama nuevo, a comedian named
Yorick persuades Shakespeare, the head of his
troupe, to let him try his hand at the tragic role
of the cheated husband in an upcoming play by
a young, unnamed author. This offends the
company’s leading tragedian, Walton, who feels

entitled to the role. Yorick’s wife, Alice, and
adopted son, Edmund, will play the part of the
unfaithful wife and her lover, respectively.
Walton, who knows that Alice and Edmund are
in love offstage as well, decides to take revenge
on Yorick by revealing to him the feelings of
his wife and son during the play. To this effect,
he hands him not the prop letter from the lover
to the wife in the play, but a genuine letter
from Edmund (taken from Alice by force) con-
veying to Alice the details of their planned
flight. Unable to separate his feelings from those
of his character, Yorick kills Edmund on the
open stage, causing Shakespeare to stop the
play.

Is it possible that the primary inspiration for
Pagliacci was Un drama nuevo by Manuel
Tamayo y Baus? A preview of the first perfor-
mance of Pagliacci at the Teatro Malibran in
Venice on 7 September 1892 confirms Leon-
cavallo’s recollection of the critical response in
his letter to Sonzogno, quoted just above: “the
libretto of Pagliacci . . . is obviously inspired by
the great work of Estibanes, Il dramma
nuovo.”34 And about six months later, a pre-
view of a performance at the Politeama Rossetti
in Trieste observed that “the plot is more or
less that of the Dramma nuovo, performed by
Novelli at our [Teatro] Comunale. . . . The
author has long protested emphatically that he
was not inspired by the work of Estébanez, but
it is a fact that great affinity exists between the
two subjects, so much so as to dispense here
with narrating the argument of the new op-
era.”35

Dryden has pursued the connection to some
extent, claiming that Leoncavallo “borrowed
heavily” from the Un drama nuevo.36 But
Leoncavallo could have borrowed from the play
only if he had either read it or seen it in perfor-

31The actual correspondence has not yet come to light, but
the charge can be recovered from Mendès’s open letter and
Leoncavallo’s responses. See “Nouvelles diverses,” Le
Guide musical 40, no. 40 (30 September 1894): 745;
“Chronique judiciaire des arts: Les Paillasses,” L’Art
moderne 14, no. 40 (7 October 1894): 320; and “Courrier
des théâtres,” Le Figaro, 26 November 1894, 3.
32Don Joaquín Estébanez (pseud.), Un drama nuevo, drama
en tres actos (Madrid: Rodriguez, 1867).
33Quoted in Henry Edward Krehbiel, A Second Book of
Operas: Their Histories, Their Plots and Their Music (New
York: Macmillan, 1917), 110–11. The letter, dated 3 Sep-
tember 1894, appears to survive only in Krehbiel’s English
translation and in a German translation in “Hinter den
Coulissen,” Berliner Börsen-Courier, 3 October 1894, [2].

34“Il libretto dei Pagliacci . . . è evidentemente ispirato al
grande lavoro di Estibanes ‘Il Dramma nuovo.’” E. G., “I
Pagliacci: Opera in due atti del Maestro Leoncavallo al
Teatro Malibran,” L’arpa 39, nos. 18–19 (1892): 124.
35“L’argomento è press’a poco quello del Dramma nuovo,
recitato dal Novelli al nostro [Teatro] Comunale. . . . A
suo tempo l’autore ha protestato energicamente di non
essersi ispirato al lavoro dell’Estebanez; ma è un fatto che
la grande affinità dei due soggetti esiste, tanto da dispensarci
di narrar l’argomento dell’opera nuova.” “In Città,”
L’indipendente [Trieste], 2 April 1893, [2].
36Dryden, Leoncavallo, 214.
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mance. An opportunity to see it would have
presented itself when the company of Ermete
Novelli reintroduced it to a Milanese audience
on 10 April 1891, shortly before Leoncavallo
began work on Pagliacci.37 It appears, however,
that Leoncavallo was then in Bucharest accom-
panying Hariclea Darclée on her Romanian tour,
if not as the conductor of her performances, at
least has her coach.38 Furthermore, he could
not have known the play from French or Italian
editions because such editions did not yet ex-
ist.39 It is possible, of course, that he read a

synopsis in a newspaper—a source that all by
itself would probably not have made a sufficient
impression for him to borrow from it—or that
he or Maurel saw the play before they added
the “Prologue” in the spring of 1892.40

A manuscript copy of Un drama nuevo as
Novelli most probably performed it in his Ital-
ian translation is held at the New York Public
Library.41 It shows that Novelli adapted the
original play (or had it adapted), cutting sec-
tions, condensing others, moving yet others,
and adding a scene each at the beginning of acts
I and II. In the scene added at the beginning of
act II, Novelli introduced a character not present
in Tamayo y Baus’s version, the Bouncer (Butta-
fuori), who argues that acting is more difficult
than writing and then proceeds to the crux of
the scene, the juxtaposition of Yorick’s undis-
puted talent as a comedian with his puzzling
attempt at a tragic role in the upcoming play.
In a similar manner, after he had considered his
opera to be complete, Leoncavallo added a scene,
the “Prologue,” in which the author (imper-
sonated by Tonio) juxtaposes the old commedia
dell’arte plays, in which the tears were false,
with the upcoming one, in which the tears are
real.

Both scenes begin with the question “Si
può?”: in Pagliacci, Tonio addresses the audi-
ence, asking permission to make a little speech,
and in Un dramma nuovo, the Bouncer ad-
dresses Edmondo, asking permission for him-
self and the author to enter (see Table 1). Both
scenes continue with a brief identification, the

37Pericle, “Rivista Drammatica,” Il teatro illustrato 11,
no. 125 (May 1891): 74. By late May, Novelli was perform-
ing at the Politeama in Pisa. See Violino, “Teatri, spettacoli,
musica,” Corriere dell’Arno, 31 May 1891. It is not clear
when the last performance of the Milanese run took place,
but we know that on 15 May the genre of opera once again
took hold of the stage. See Paolo Mezzanotte, Renato
Simoni, and Raffaele Calzini, Cronache di un grande teatro:
Il Teatro Manzoni di Milano (Milan: Banca nazionale del
lavoro, 1953), 132. Rubboli (Ridi, Pagliaccio, 73), without
citing a source, suggests that it was Ernesto Rossi who (in
1868) gave the first Italian performance, which, according
to Mezzanotte et al. (p. 132) was given under the title of
Yorik.
38Leoncavallo, “Appunti,” 63. It is difficult to imagine that
Leoncavallo would have invented his part in Darclée’s tour.
Darclée’s appearances in Bucharest in the first half of April
1891 included Faust, Cavalleria rusticana, and Roméo et
Juliette and are confirmed by reviews in Timpul, the most
important Bucharest paper (I am grateful to Luminit̨a Florea
and Marcela Stoica for having checked Timpul for me).
According to a review in the Gazzetta musicale di Milano,
Darclée was subsequently expected to perform in Mignon
and Rigoletto as well (see De Lory, “Gli spettacoli d’opera
al teatro Nazionale e M.ma Darclée,” Gazzetta musicale
di Milano 46, no. 19 [10 May 1891]: 315); I have been
unable to confirm these performances or the conductor. In
addition, we know that Leoncavallo and Darclée knew
each other well; he had been her Italian coach in Milan
(see George Sbârcea and Ion Hartulari-Darclée, Darclée,
3rd edn. [Bucharest: Editura muzicalǎ a uniunii compo-
zitorilor, 1972], 87). It would thus have been perfectly
natural for Leoncavallo to be part of Darclée’s tour. Never-
theless, it is odd that the reviews in Timpul do not men-
tion the conductor(s) and that a review in the Gazzetta
musicale di Milano (the journal owned by Ricordi,
Leoncavallo’s employer at the time) would have mentioned
as a conductor only Pietro Vallini, who was “applauded
every evening [applaudito seralmente]” (see De Lory, “Gli
spettacoli d’opera al teatro Nazionale,” 315).
39The first Italian edition is Un dramma nuovo; o, Yorik
l’artista, translated by Luigi Enrico Tettoni (Milan: Cesati,
1902). Louis Dumur claimed in 1894 just having collabo-
rated with Alexandre Sawa on a French translation and
adaptation, titled Une Première. See “Courrier des
théâtres,” Le Figaro, 27 September 1893, 3. I have not
been able to locate such a French version. In fact, the play
appears to have been introduced to a Parisian audience in
1898 by Novelli (in Italian). Boris de Tannenberg, Un

dramaturge espagnol: M. Tamayo y Baús (Paris: Perrin,
1898), 45.
40A synopsis appeared, for instance, in Il teatro illustrato,
11, no. 125 (May 1891), 74; and Il Piccolo [Trieste], 9
October 1891 (morning edition), [2].
41The clipping on the cover reads: “Compagnia Dramatica
Italiana / dalla quale è proprietario e direttore / ERMETE
NOVELLI / Un dramma Nuovo”; the title page reads: “Un
Dramma nuovo / Dramma in 3 atti e 4 quadri di / Manuel
Tamayo y Bauss [sic] (Estebanez) [followed by the dramatis
personae].” The manuscript is complete, but two pages are
filed out of order. Novelli’s propensity for adaptations is
addressed in Luigi Rasi, I comici italiani: Biografia,
bibliografia, iconografia, 2 vols. (Florence: Lumachi, 1905),
II:186; and his success in the role of Yorick in Jarro [Giulio
Piccini], Sul palcoscenico e in platea: Ricordi critici e
umoristici (Florence: Bemporad, 1893), 239–40. According
to Ettore Mosca (“Da Buenos Ayres,” Il teatro illustrato
10, no. 118 [October 1890]: 155), Novelli translated the
play himself.
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Butta: Si può?
Edm: Avanti chi è? Ah! siete voi?
Butt: Io, e il nostro giovane autore del Nuovo

Dramma.
Aut: Sig[.] Edmondo voi vedete in me un uomo

più di là che di quà.
Edm: E perché?
Butta: Un nulla. Vi replico che avete torto di

preoccuparvene così. Questi benedetti
autori novellini, non sono pratici ne’
dell’arte ne’ degli artisti.

      [. . . ]

Aut: Come superiore [alle sue forze]? Ma, voi vi
siete proprio prefisso di farmi ammattire!
Superiore! ma perché non l’ha lasciata far
Valton che nel tragico è grande?

Butta: Perché nessuno conosce se stesso. e non
credo con questo di offendere Yorick che è
un’artista grandissimo anche lui ma nelle
parti buffe. Vedrete se sbaglio. nella scena
più terribile, il pubblico scoppiera [sic] in
sonore risate.

Aut: Risate? Ah poveretto me! Una tragedia da
ridere! e Yorick ammalato. ma non
permetterò, mi farò sentire risate, una
tragedia.

Table 1
A Comparison of Novelli’s addition to Un dramma nuovo as preserved in

a manuscript copy at the New York Public Library and Leoncavallo’s addition
to Pagliacci as preserved in the libretto published for the premiere.

ERMETE NOVELLI, UN DRAMMA NUOVO LEONCAVALLO, PAGLIACCI

Si può? . . . Signore! Signori! . . . Scusatemi
se solo mi presento. — Io sono il Prologo.
Poichè in iscena ancor le antiche maschere
mette l’autore, in parte ei vuoi riprendere
le vecchie usanze, e a voi di nuovo inviami.
Ma non per dirvi come pria: “Le lagrime
che noi versiam son false! Degli spasimi
e dei nostri martir non allarmatevi!”
No. L’autore ha cercato invece pingervi
uno squarcio di vita. Egli ha per massima

sol che l’artista è un uomo e che per gli uomini
scivere ei deve. — Ed al vero ispiravasi.

Un nido di memorie in fondo a l’anima
cantava un giorno, ed ei con vere lacrimé
scrisse, e i singhiozzi il tempo gli battevano!
Dunque, vedrete amar sì come s’amano
gli esseri umani, vedrete de l’odio
i tristi frutti. Del dolor gli spasimi,
urli di rabbia, udrete, e risa ciniche!

Bouncer’s “It is I and the young author of the
new drama” and Tonio’s “I am the Prologue.”
Both scenes then culminate in describing the
effect of the upcoming experiment: Yorick’s
attempt at a tragic role will result in “sonore
risate, . . . una tragedia da ridere!” (loud laugh-
ter, . . . a tragedy to laugh about), and
Leoncavallo’s introduction of commedia
dell’arte actors who display real emotions will
result in “risate ciniche” (cynical laughter).

The connection between the play and the
libretto is not impossible. Leoncavallo claims
to have seen Un dramma nuovo in Rome, half
a year after the premiere of Pagliacci, which
would have been around November of 1892.
But the only confirmable contemporary perfor-

mances in Rome took place at the Teatro Valle
about five months before the premiere of
Pagliacci, between Christmas of 1891 and the
end of the year, i.e., shortly before Leoncavallo
and Maurel began to work on the “Prologue.”
It is unlikely that Leoncavallo, who struggled
financially and was busy composing Pagliacci,
would have traveled to Rome at the time. But
Maurel was singing Tell at the Teatro Politeama
of Palermo in December 1891 and Jago in Milan
in February 1892 and could certainly have
stopped in Rome to see Un dramma nuovo.42

42See Guido Leone, L’opera a Palermo dal 1653 al 1987, 2
vols. (Palermo: Publisicula, 1988), I:165. Guglielmo Tell
opened on 8 December; the dates of the subsequent perfor-
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May I? . . .  Ladies! Gentlemen! Excuse me
if I appear thus alone. I am the Prologue.
Since our author is reviving on our stage the
masks of ancient comedy, he wishes to restore
for you, in part, the old customs, and once more
he sends me to you.
But not, as in the past, to reassure you, saying,
“The tears we shed are false! Do not be alarmed
by our agonies and violence!”
No! Our author has endeavored, rather, to paint
for you a slice of life. His only maxim is

Table 1 (continued)

ERMETE NOVELLI, UN DRAMMA NUOVO LEONCAVALLO, PAGLIACCI

Boun: May I?
Edm: Come in! Who is it? Ah! it’s you?
Boun: I and our young author of the New Drama.
Auth: Mr. Edmondo, you see in me a man more

dead than alive.
Edm: And why?
Boun: It’s nothing. I tell you that you are wrong

to worry so much. These blessed, inexper-
ienced authors, they are familiar with
neither the art nor the artists.

        [. . . ]

Auth: What do you mean by above [his powers]?
You really managed to make me go mad!
Above! But why has he not left it to
Walton, who is great in the tragic genre?

Boun: Because nobody knows himself. And I
don’t believe that with this I would offend
Yorick, who is a truly great artist as well,
but in comic roles. You’ll see whether I’m
wrong. In the most frightful scene, the
audience will erupt in loud laughter.

Auth: Laughter? Ah poor me! A tragedy to laugh
about! And Yorick sick. But I won’t allow
I’ll have to hear laughter—a tragedy.

that the artist be a man and that he write for
men.—
And he must have taken his inspiration from
truth.

Deep-embedded memories stirred one day
within his heart, and with real tears
he wrote, and marked the time with sighs!
Now, then, you will see men love as they love
in real life; you will see the bitter fruit
of hatred. And you will hear the pangs of grief
and shouts of rage, and cynic laughter.

[Adapted from the anonymous translation included
with EMI CD CMS 7 63967 2]t

More important, Maurel claims that he played
a major role in the conception of the prologue
and consciously or subconsciously may have
borrowed a few ideas.43

It seems to be common knowledge that
Leoncavallo added the “Prologue” for Tonio at
Maurel’s request, but the scholarly literature
has consistently failed to cite a source.44 The
notion may have originated in an interview

Maurel gave in 1920 to Il Carroccio, mentioned
earlier. In this interview, Maurel claims that
he suggested adding a prologue immediately
after having heard Leoncavallo perform the op-
era for him at the piano. Leoncavallo objected:
“This suggestion is not the advice of a friend
but rather of someone who has not understood
what I have tried to get him to hear.”45 Later
the same day, over dinner, Maurel gave Leon-
cavallo his reasons for the need of a prologue.
He felt that in emulation of antique Italian
plays, Pagliaccio should have not only an epi-
logue (Tonio’s phrase “La commedia è finita”)
but also a prologue (essentially an explanation
of the plot before the opera begins). According

mances are not specified. The review of N. E. Sampieri (Il
teatro illustrato 12, no. 133 [January 1892], 10–11) sug-
gests, however, that the run of Tell was over by the time
of the premiere of Gluck’s Orfeo ed Euridice on 28 De-
cember.
43Don Marzio, “Cronache Romane,” L’arte drammatica
21, no. 9 (2 January 1892): 2. I am grateful to Donatella
Orecchia for having sent me a copy of this article.
44Two relatively recent examples are Lubrani/Tavanti,
Ruggero Leoncavallo, 27; and Virgilio Bernardoni,
“Cantante, uomo, istrione: Declinazioni del personaggio
in Pagliacci di Leoncavallo,” in La Fenice prima dell’Opera,
33.

45“Questo suggerimento non è consiglio da amico, ma bensì
di chi non ha capito quello che avevo premura di fargli
sentire.” De Biasi, “Come nacque il Prologo dei Pagliacci,”
208.
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to his own recollection, Maurel even tried to
stimulate Leoncavallo’s creativity by providing
verses, vocal characterization, and staging,
quickly converting Leoncavallo from a skeptic
to an enthusiast; he may even have urged him
to change the title from Pagliaccio (spotlight-
ing Canio) to Pagliacci (spotlighting all the co-
medians, including Tonio), thus elevating
Maurel from a comprimario to a protagonist.46

The verses Maurel claims he gave Leon-
cavallo consisted of “a dozen free verses” (una
dozzina di versi liberi) borrowed from a presen-
tation he had given a couple of weeks earlier at
a certain Albergo Continentale. In this presen-
tation, he talked “about the cruel moments in
which the actor, the artist can be placed before
the audience” (dei momenti crudeli in cui
l’attore, l’artista può essere messo di fronte al
pubblico), words that resonate not only with
Buttafuori’s elevation of the actor over the au-
thor but also with the fear that “in [Yorick’s]
most frightful scene, the audience will erupt in
loud laughter” (see Table 1).47

Maurel’s recollection of the opera’s history
in general fits rather neatly with other sources,
and his crucial role in the preparation of the
premiere is repeatedly acknowledged in the
Leoncavallo-Sonzogno correspondence.48 Nev-
ertheless, some pieces do not fit: Maurel’s
claims that the premiere was originally planned
for the fall of 1892, that he introduced Leon-
cavallo to Sonzogno after the premiere of

Pagliacci, and that a contract with the pub-
lisher was concluded only at that point. But
these discrepancies may be due to the twenty-
eight years that had passed between the pre-
miere and the interview.49 The “Appunti” are
silent on Maurel’s contribution to the Prologue,
acknowledging only his continuous moral sup-
port and his role in pressuring the Teatro Dal
Verme into giving the opera’s premiere.50 If
Maurel indeed contributed as much to the Pro-
logue as he claimed, Leoncavallo probably did
not want the world to know about it.

In the end, it is clear that Pagliacci is not
modeled on a specific source in any obvious
way. Or, as a critic writing for Sonzogno’s Il
teatro illustrato put it: “Those who claim that
Leoncavallo took his Pagliacci line by line from
the Drama novo [sic] by Estibanez [sic], grossly
err. Ruggero Leoncavallo has the literary cre-
dentials to prove those wrong who believe that
what he writes is not his, absolutely his.”51 In
making it “his,” Leoncavallo drew on tradi-
tional elements of commedia dell’arte, couched
them in the context of a Southern festival, and
captured the tension between the Italian south
and north, as Laura Basini has suggested.52

Nevertheless, the accusations of having bor-
rowed from Un drama nuevo and La Femme
de Tabarin had scarred Leoncavallo. Mendès
withdrew the lawsuit only in June 1895, again
in an open letter, and not because Leoncavallo
pointed to Tamayo y Baus’s Un drama nuevo
but because Mendès’s colleague Paul Ferrier
pointed to Georges Bousquet’s Tabarin (first
performed at the Théâtre Lyrique in 1852) as a
potential model of Mendès’s play.53 From that
point forward, Leoncavallo insisted, first in a
short biographical sketch of 1900 and again in
his “Appunti,” that the source of Pagliacci was
the crime of passion he remembered from his

46Ibid., 209. Despite the lack of solid evidence, it was prob-
ably the pressure from Maurel that caused Leoncavallo to
change the title. In his interview (p. 206), Maurel takes at
least partial credit. If Maurel’s chronology is to be trusted,
Leoncavallo had already added the “Prologue” before he
signed the contract (held in Milan at the Museo Teatrale
alla Scala, Biblioteca Livia Simoni) on 2 April 1892. Scant
support appears in the contract itself, which quotes the
title of the opera twice, first as “Pagliacci,” then as
“Pagliaccio,” as if the scribe first remembered the new
title and then, out of habit, reverted to the old one. On the
other hand, the libretto submitted to Sonzogno for print-
ing (also held in Milan at the Museo Teatrale alla Scala,
Biblioteca Livia Simoni) does not yet include the “Pro-
logue,” only Leoncavallo’s handwritten instruction to add
it, suggesting that the “Prologue” was completed after the
audition and possibly even after the signing of the con-
tract.
47De Biasi, “Come nacque il Prologo dei Pagliacci,” 209.
48A detailed history of the opera will be found in the intro-
duction to my critical edition, to be published by
Bärenreiter.

49De Biasi, “Come nacque il Prologo dei Pagliacci,” 210.
50Leoncavallo, “Appunti,” 70.
51“Erra, e grossolanamente erra, chi afferma che Leoncavallo
abbia preso il Drama novo [sic] di Estibanez [sic] a riga dei
suoi Pagliacci. Ruggero Leoncavallo ha tali meriti letterarii
da far torto a lui pensando che ciò ch’egli scrive non sia
suo, assolutamente suo.” S. Bon. . . , “Da Venezia,” Il
teatro illustrato 12, no. 141 (September 1892): 135.
52Laura Basini, “Masks, Minuets and Murder: Images of
Italy in Leoncavallo’s Pagliacci,” Journal of the Royal Mu-
sical Association 133, no. 1 (2008): 51 and 65.
53“Tabarin et Paillasse,” Le Gaulois, 27 June 1895, 3.
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youth.54 In his libretto, he had simply referred
to a plot that “takes place near Montalto, on
the day of the Assumption [i.e., 15 August] . . .
between 1865 and 1870,” but in the “Appunti”
he presented the crime of passion from his
youth, which we recall took place in March
and not in August, as if it were the plot of
Pagliacci:

Naturally, we had great fun at the show; and Gaetano
could not believe he was bringing us there, because
he had fallen in love, and not without luck, with a
beautiful woman of the actors’ troupe. But the hus-
band, the Pagliaccio of the company, had become
suspicious and for several days kept an eye on the
unfaithful woman; until the evening of the Assump-
tion, during one of the usual performances featuring
Arlecchino and Colombina, while the wife was on
stage, he went to search her clothes and found a card
Gaetano had the imprudence of sending her.

Pagliaccio, like a good Calabrian, could not re-
strain himself, and, as soon as the curtain had
dropped, fell upon his wife with a dagger and slit her
throat clean through, without the poor woman’s
having the time to utter a single cry. Nobody no-
ticed anything at the time, neither among the crowd
nor among the comedians. With frightening indiffer-
ence, the murderer cleaned the knife, washed his
hands, put on a jacket over his white costume, ex-
changed the hat of Pagliaccio for a regular hat, and
came outside among the spectators, toward us. He
approached Gaetano with an icy smile I will never
forget.

Come: I have to tell you a strange thing!
The other one got up with some hesitation and

followed him to the shacks. Pagliaccio took him
casually by the arm, as usual, as they had become
friends during those few days. But as soon as they

had reached the entrance to the shack used as the
set, Gaetano fell to the ground struck by the same
dagger to which a few moments earlier his lover had
fallen victim.55

Leoncavallo’s efforts of justifying the original-
ity of his libretto went beyond his autobio-
graphical writings, however. When the oppor-
tunity of staging Pagliacci in Paris presented
itself again, Leoncavallo continued his efforts
to prove Mendès wrong.

Preparing for Paris

About a year after the successful premiere of
Pagliacci in Milan, Sonzogno began to prepare
a French edition of the vocal score, probably
intended for performances in Paris, Bordeaux,
and Brussels.56 As noted above, Mendès saw
them as the culmination of a copyright infringe-
ment and launched a campaign against Leon-
cavallo in the French press. Whereas Bordeaux
and Brussels proceeded with their plans, Paris

54Sansone (“The ‘Verismo’ of Ruggero Leoncavallo,” 347)
comes close to making this connection without actually
making it. He suggests that Leoncavallo was “for some
reason . . . anxious that his operatic fiction and the
Montalto facts should tally; and he was at pains to update
his recollections before divulging them. No one could pos-
sibly blame an author for altering facts and external cir-
cumstances in the process of shaping them into a work of
art. . . . On the other hand, the insertion of the commedia
dell’arte play within the opera was a totally new contriv-
ance, which had to be explained either as a personal choice
or an undisclosed borrowing. That is why Leoncavallo was
trying to mix fact and fiction and eliminate any problem
of attribution.” In his autobiographical sketch (Illustri
italiani contemporanei, 300, where it is dated 1900)
Leoncavallo even claims that the protagonist of his opera
is still alive and would have testified on Leoncavallo’s
behalf, had Mendès’s lawsuit gone to trial.

55“Lo spettacolo ci divertiva un mondo naturalmente; e
allo stesso Gaetano non pareva vero di condurvici, perchè
si era innamorato, e non senza fortuna, di una bella
donnetta della truppa dei saltimbanchi. Ma il marito, il
pagliaccio della compagnia, aveva concepito dei sospetti e
da vari giorni teneva d’occhio l’infedele; finchè la sera
della festa di mezzagosto durante una delle solite
rappresentazioni a base di arlecchino e Colombina, mentre
la moglie era iniscena, andò a frugare nei suoi vestiti e vi
trovò un bigliettino che Gaetano aveva avuto l’imprudenza
di mandarle.

Il pagliaccio, da buon calabrese, non seppe frenarsi, e
appena calata la tela piombò sulla moglie con un
coltellaccio e le tagliò quasi di netto la gola, senza che
l’infelice avesse il tempo di emettere un sol grido. Nessuno
quindi li per li si accorse di nulla, nè tra la folla nè tra gli
stessi commedianti. L’omicida con una freddezza
spaventevole ripulì il coltello, si lavò le mani, indossò una
giacchetta sul vestito bianco, cambiò il cappello di
pagliaccio in un cappello commune e venne fuori tra gli
spettatori, verso di noi. Si accostò a Gaetano con un riso
gelido che non dimenticherò mai.

Vieni: ti devo raccontare una cosa curiosa!
L’altro si alzò un po esitante e lo seguì verso le baracche.

Il pagliaccio lo prese a braccetto familiarmente, secondo il
solito, perchè erano diventati amici in quie pochi giorni.
Ma giunto all’ingresso della baracca che faceva da scena,
Gaetano stramazzò al suolo colpito dal medesimo
coltellaccio di cui pochi momenti prima era caduta vittima
la sua amante.” Leoncavallo, “Appunti,” 9 (quoted with-
out correcting the many misprints).
56Ruggero Leoncavallo, Paillasse, trans. Eugène Crosti
(Milan: Sonzogno; Paris: Choudens, 1893 and 1894). Mendès
(“Nouvelles diverses,” 775) mentions only Paris and Brus-
sels.
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did not, perhaps as a direct result of Mendès’s
campaign. In Paris, Leoncavallo seized every
opportunity to repair the damage Mendès had
caused to his reputation: first in 1899 at the
Opéra-Comique, where the performance did not
materialize, then in 1902 at the Théâtre de
l’Opéra. These opportunities offered Leon-
cavallo subtle ways in which to highlight the
originality of his libretto.57

In preparation for a planned performance of
Pagliacci (Paillasse) at the Opéra-Comique,
Maurel seems to have approached Leoncavallo
about the possibility of expanding the scene
between Nedda and Tonio in act I.58 The pro-
posed additions survive in the form of a manu-
script libretto in an unknown hand, written on
Opéra-Comique notepaper, and include the fol-
lowing sections: (1) a solo in which Tonio re-
calls having left the acting troupe because
Nedda had not reciprocated his love and re-
turning because he missed her too much; (2) a
dialogue in which Nedda simulates interest in
Tonio to set him against Canio; and (3) a dia-
logue in which she further taunts him and he
reacts with desperation.59 Leoncavallo re-
sponded to Maurel in a letter of 30 April 1899,
rejecting the proposed additions because, as he
argued, the opera should be shortened, not
lengthened, if it were to be modified at all.60

If you had only asked me to cut something, I would
have grimaced a bit but would have been indulgent.
But asking me to lengthen a scene that must have
the effect of a trail of gunpowder, a scene that must

be violence itself, for the pleasure of singing some-
thing at all cost, no really! You know that, if I have
one quality, it is that of being a man of the theater,
and with the experience I have acquired, I have a
horror of lengths and of things that drag. And then,
my friend, this piece has now been performed around
the world for nearly seven years, and all I have found
to do is a cut in the duet between Silvio and Nedda,
which, in my inexperience, I had made a bit long.61

Nevertheless, Leoncavallo proposed an addi-
tion at the beginning of the act II play within
the opera, outlining them in a telegram of 12
May:

RECEIVED TELEGRAM, WILL ADD [TO] SECOND
ACT THIS: TONIO WOULD ENTER HUMMING
A SONG ARRANGE THE FURNITURE AND EX-
PLAIN TO THE PUBLIC ON STAGE [THE] TITLE
[OF] THE PIECE WITH ALLUSIONS [TO] THE MIS-
FORTUNE [OF] CANIO, [AND] ESCAPE SEEING
NEDDA WHO ENTERS THE STAGE, TELEGRAPH
IF SATISFIED: LEONCAVALLO.62

As he had with the “Prologue,” Leoncavallo
was again willing to accommodate Maurel’s
wishes in order to secure a performance. But
the addition would have served Leoncavallo on
another count: it would have replicated the
function of the “Prologue” at the beginning of
the “Commedia,” further highlighting the origi-
nality of Pagliacci and thus distancing its con-
ception from that of La Femme de Tabarin and

57According to Morini et al. (“Cronologia delle opere,”
II:353), the first performance in Paris took place on 17
December 1902. A dress rehearsal for charity took place
three days earlier. Choudens and Sonzogno subsequently
printed a new edition of the vocal score, which includes
the cast of the Paris premiere: Ruggero Leoncavallo,
Paillasse, trans. Eugène Crosti (Milan: Sonzogno; Paris:
Choudens, 1903 and 1904).
58Karen Henson, “Verdi versus Victor Maurel on Falstaff:
Twelve New Verdi Letters and Other Operatic and Musi-
cal Theater Sources,” this journal 31, no. 2 (2007): 114–15.
I am grateful to Professor Henson for allowing me to check
my transcription of the documents in this section against
hers.
59A transcription of the entire passage will be included in
my forthcoming critical edition, to be published by
Bärenreiter.
60Sonzogno’s efforts at persuading Leoncavallo to shorten
the opera are documented in a series of letters (dated 26
May 1892, 2 June 1892, 9 June 1892, and 10 June 1892;
CH-LObc).

61“Si vous m’aviez encore demandé de couper quelque chose
j’aurais fait un peu la grimace mais j’aurais été coulant.
Mais me demander de prolonger une scène qui doit faire
l’effet d’une trainée de poudre, une scène qui doit être la
violence même pour le plaisir de chanter quelque chose
coute qui coute, ça non vraiment! Vous savez que si j’ai
une qualité est celle d’être homme de théatre [sic], et avec
l’expérience que j’ai acquis j’ai horreur des longueurs et
des choses qui traînent. Et puis, mon ami, viola bientôt
sept ans qu’on joue cette pièce dans le monde entier et
tout ce que j’avais trouvé a y faire c’est une coupure dans
le duo de Silvio et Nedda que dans mon inexperience
j’avais fait un peu long.” The letter is preserved at the
Irving S. Gilmore Music Library, Historical Sound Record-
ings, Yale University.
62“RÉCU TÉLÉGRAMME, AJOUTERAI DEUXIÉME ACTE
CECI: TONIO ENTRERAIT FREDONNANT UNE CHAN-
SON ARRANGERAIT MEUBLES ET EXPLIQUERAIT
PUBLIE [sic] EN SCÉNE TITRE PIÉCE AVEC ALLUSIONS
MALHEUR CANIO, SE SAUVERAIT VOYANT NEDDA
QUI ENTRE EN SCÉNE, TÉLÉGRAPHIEZ SI CONTENTS:
LEONCAVALLO” (Irving S. Gilmore Music Library, His-
torical Sound Recordings, Yale University).
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Un drama nuevo, neither of which includes an
expository introduction. On the other hand,
such a scene would have been redundant be-
cause Canio, in act I, already alludes to his
misfortune in the “Commedia” (“then he ei-
ther calms down or surrenders to a beating
with a stick” [poi si calma od arrendesi ai colpi
di bastone]). In any case, Leoncavallo did not
have to follow through on his promise because
the performance at the Opéra-Comique did not
materialize at the time.63

For the premiere at the Opéra, Leoncavallo
took a different approach. He tried to concoct a
connection between the plot of his opera and
the crime of passion he had ostensibly wit-
nessed in Montalto, hoping to distract the crit-
ics and the public from the controversy over
the similarities between Pagliacci and the lit-
erary tradition to which the opera belongs.
Leoncavallo decided to commission drawings
and “articles of daily use” to be presented to
the set and costume designers in Paris in order
to “create there a true reconstruction of my
Montalto; of the true Calabria exactly as I saw
it at the time of my happy childhood, between
1862 and 1868”64 and thus prove to the Pari-
sians and the world that Pagliacci grew from
his personal recollection. To this end, he con-
tacted the mayor of Montalto, Ignazio Alimena,
on 9 June 1902 from the French Riviera town of
Menton, where he was working on Der Roland
von Berlin:65

During the first two weeks of November, my opera
Pagliacci will be given at the Paris Opéra, the plot of
which takes place in the Montalto that was my
home as a child and that I still remember with great
affection.

On this occasion, I would like to have a staging of
greatest truth in Paris, indeed a true reconstruction
of the locations and the costumes of the village.

Which is why I’m turning to Your Lordship to
have an exact reproduction of the Viale della Ma-
donna della Serra, that is, the street that leads from
the front of the church toward the fields, with the
mountains in the background.

I would like to have this reproduction in color.
Likewise in color I would like to have a reproduc-
tion of the costumes of the male and female Calabrian
peasants as well as the women and men of S. Bene-
detto as I saw them around 1864–65 in Montalto.66

Alimena asked a local painter, Rocco Ferrari,
to do the work, but reported to Leoncavallo
that Ferrari, though honored to be asked, was
occupied with a prior commitment in nearby
Cetraro. Leoncavallo then wrote to Ferrari di-
rectly, describing details of the local costumes
and locations in question and expressing his
hope that they had not changed.67 Even though
the costumes had changed to some degree (be-
cause the peasants had apparently become
“americanizzati”), Ferrari was confident that
he could provide authentic depictions. He even
suggested that Leoncavallo consider replacing
the ladies’ conventional “Gesummaria” at the
end of the opera by something more local and
then proceeded to propose a way to procure the
articles of daily use: “Instead of the ‘Gesum-
maria’ screamed by the women, don’t you think
you might conclude your opera with ‘Madonna
della Serra’ or ‘Santa Maria Madre e Padrona
Nostra,’ which is the invocation used by the
people of Montalto? If you wish, we could ac-

63The first performance at the Opéra-Comique did not take
place until 13 January 1910. Nicole Wild and David
Charlton, Théâtre de l’Opéra-Comique Paris: Répertoire
1762–1972 (Sprimont: Mardaga, 2005), 351.
64“Fare colà una vera ricostruzione della mia Montalto;
della Calabria vera tal quale io la vidi all’epoca della mia
felice infanzia tra il 1862 ed il ’68.” Leoncavallo to Ferrari,
19 July 1902; quoted in Nardi, L’origine del melodramma
Pagliacci, 49.
65Nardi (ibid., 45), who describes himself as a close friend
of Alimena and Ferrari and who at the time was nineteen
years old, recalls that he followed Leoncavallo’s correspon-
dence, copied the letters, and published excerpts in the
Genoese daily Il lavoro (no. 223 [1919]) on the occasion of
Leoncavallo’s death.

66“Nella prima quindicina del prossimo novembre verrà
data alla grande Opera di Parigi la mia opera i Pagliacci di
cui l’azione si passa in codesta Montalto, che mi ospitò
bambino e che sempre rammento con vivo affetto.

In questa occasione vorrei fare una messa in iscena a
Parigi della più grande verità, anzi una vera ricostruzione
dei luoghi e dei costumi del paese.

Per cui mi rivolgo alla Sig.ria Vostra per avere una
riproduzione esatta del viale della Madonna della Serra, cioè
il viale guardando dalla facciata della Chiesa verso i campi
collo sfondo delle montagne.

Questa riproduzione vorrei fatta in colori. Come pure
in colori vorrei fatta la riproduzione dei costumi dei
campagnuoli e delle campagnuole calabresi, nonchè delle
donne e degli uomini di S. Benedetto come io li vidi verso
il 1864–65 a Montalto.” Leoncavallo to Alimena; quoted
in Nardi, L’origine del melodramma Pagliacci, 46.
67Leoncavallo to Ferrari, 19 July 1902; ibid., 50.
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quire here for the choristers some cone-shaped
hats, stamped leather aprons as they are still
used by the female peasants, tambourines,
etc.”68 Leoncavallo did not change the “Gesum-
maria,” but he gladly accepted Ferrari’s offer to
send the various articles and requested that in
the drawings of the costumes he identify “the
type of the garment and the metal of the but-
tons and the other ornaments.69 Ferrari wrote
again on 1 September, announcing the comple-
tion of his work and his intention of sending
the drawings the following day. He regretted
only that time constraints and the “African
heat” (calore africano) did not permit him to
draw the scenery on site.70 Three days later, he
added that the mayor had ordered the remain-
ing items and would send them shortly.71

Leoncavallo acknowledged the drawings in a
telegram of 22 September, adding that the addi-
tional package with the “tambourine and other
very important objects” had not yet arrived.72

The costumes for the production, by Charles
Bianchini and an unknown collaborator, sur-
vive at the Bibliothèque-musée de l’Opéra and
are accessible online.73 They indeed seem to be
based on Ferrari’s drawings, as they include
virtually all of the elements described in
Leoncavallo’s correspondence (see Table 2). In
some cases, Bianchini even labeled the materi-
als (e.g., “velveteen knickers” [culotte velours
de coton]), possibly copying Ferrari’s specifica-

tions.74 In contrast to the costumes, the set
does not appear to have been based on Ferrari’s
drawings but was borrowed from “old reper-
toire.”75 As Camille Bellaigue described it: “And
this operatic melodrama, which takes place in
a village in southern Italy, on 15 August at
seven at night, is played at the Opéra with a set
depicting Normandy in lantern light.”76 The
fact that the Opéra reused an old set seems to
indicate that the composer’s interest in an au-
thentic depiction of Montalto and its inhabit-
ants was not shared by the producers.

LA COUPE ET LES LÈVRES

In the “Appunti” Leoncavallo makes a brief
reference to a mysterious composition that
could have undermined his characterization of
Pagliacci as an original opera steeped in real-
ism: a setting of “fragments from La Coupe et
les lèvres.”77 Leoncavallo’s biographers hardly
mention these fragments (probably composed
between 1886 and 1888 in Paris), and when

68“Invece di Gesummaria come urlano le donne, non crede
far finire il suo dramma con: Madonna della Serra, or Santa
Maria Madre e Padrona Nostra, ch’è l’invocazione dei
Montaltesi? Se desidera si potrebbe acquistare da noi, dei
cappelli a cono e dei grembiali di cuoio timprato come
usano ancora le contadine, tamburelli, ecc. per le coriste.”
Ferrari to Leoncavallo, 29 July 1902; ibid., 51.
69“La qualità del panno ed il metallo dei bottoni ed altri
ornamenti.” Leoncavallo to Ferrari, 3 August 1902; ibid.,
52.
70Ferrari to Leoncavallo, 1 September 1902; ibid., 52.
71Ferrari to Leoncavallo, 4 September 1902, ibid., 53.
72“Tamburello ed altri oggetti importantissimi.”
Leoncavallo to Alimena, 22 September 1902; ibid., 55.
73http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84558171. Nicole
Wild (Décors et costumes du XIXe siècle, vol. 1, Opéra de
Paris [Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale, 1987], 201) believes
that the last three sketches are in another hand but does
not identify it. They are the only ones that do not include
Bianchini’s stamp and may be by his collaborator and even-
tual successor Charles Bétout.

74Only one document showing the costumes prepared for
the premiere at the Teatro Dal Verme seems to have come
down to us: a full-page black-and-white reproduction de-
picting several scenes from the opera (by C. Linzaghi, pub-
lished in Il teatro illustrato 7, no. 138 [June 1892], 85).
Even though the lack of detail (such as color, and type of
fabric) makes a meaningful comparison difficult, it is clear
that the costumes are markedly different.
75Ibid. Of the set, only a few parts of a model (“quelques
éléments de la maquette”) survive. These parts are all
painted in watercolor and seem to represent a stage with a
curtain and an open space in the middle. In light of Wild’s
annotation that the set was borrowed from old repertoire,
it is probable that the model represents the theater of the
Pagliacci (the only part that would not have been present
in the “old repertoire”). I am grateful to Joseph La Rosa,
who has photographed and described the parts for me.
76“Et ce mélodrame lyrique, qui se passe dans un village de
l’Italie du Sud, le 15 août à sept heures du soir, se joue à
l’Opéra, dans un décor de Normandie, aux lanternes.”
Camille Bellaigue, “Revue musicale,” Revue des deux
mondes 13, no. 2 (15 January 1903): 449. The reviews
commented on the set only rarely and not with any con-
sistency of opinion. Louis Schneider (“Chronique
théâtrale,” Le Journal du dimanche, 28 December 1902,
7), for instance, thought that “the piece is mounted with
very real care [La pièce est montée avec un soin très reel].”
Somewhere in between was the opinion of Edmond Stoullig
(Les Annales du théâtre et de la musique, Vingt-huitième
année, 1902 [Paris: Société d’éditions littéraires &
artistiques, 1903], 25), who wrote: “Suitable staging [but]
this Calabria was missing a bit of sun. . . [Mise en scène
honnête: cette Calabre manquait un peu de soleil. . . ].”
77Leoncavallo, “Appunti,” 55.
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they do mention them, they do not go beyond
the information provided in the “Appunti.” An
exception is Dryden, who states that “Leon-
cavallo himself had planned to compose an op-
era based on La Coupe et les lèvres, which is
evident from remaining sketches in the
composer’s hand, parts of which were later used
for Canio’s final scene in Pagliacci.”78 Dryden
is correct in pointing to borrowings (although

he does not identify them) but not in labeling
the document as sketches for an opera.

Held in the Frederick R. Koch Collection of
the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Li-
brary at Yale University, this document com-
prises two chamber settings of passages from
Alfred de Musset’s dramatic poem La Coupe et
les lèvres (1832). The first (surviving as an au-
tograph) is drawn from act I, scs. 2–3; the sec-
ond (surviving as a manuscript copy with the
composer’s autograph markings) is drawn from
act V, sc. 3 (the final scene of the poem). The
autograph section is scored for three vocal parts

Table 2
Costumes mentioned in the Leoncavallo-Ferrari correspondence (preserved in Nardi’s L’origine del

melodramma Pagliacci, 49–51) and their reflection in the costumes designed for the premiere at
the Paris Opéra (http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b84558171).

Description of the Item in Page in Nardi Example by Number in the Collection
the Correspondence of the Bibliothèque-Musée De L’opéra

• buttons of dark steel that adorned the 49 7. Le conducteur du chariot
jackets [bottoncini color d’acciaio [but buttons are white]
scuro che adornavano le casacche] 12. [Male costume]

• velvet breeches [pantaloni corti di 49 7. Le conducteur du chariot
velluto]

• pointed hats with hanging velvet 49 7. Le conducteur du chariot
ribbons [cappello a punta con le [without the hanging ribbons]
fettucce di velluto cadenti] 9. Choriste hommes

[without the hanging ribbons]
12. [Male costume, without the

pointed quality of the hat]

• dresses of blue and red satin [gonne di 49 6. Dames no. 2
raso azzurro e rosso]

• satin fabric [i.e., head scarf] 50 5. Dames no 1 [embroidery in different
embroidered with gold and silver colors]
[stoffa di raso ricamata d’oro e 6. Dames no. 2 [embroidery in gold but not
d’argento] silver]

• stamped leather aprons [grembiuli di 51 5. Dames no 1
cuoio timprato] 6. Dames no. 2

• tambourines [tamburelli] 51 2. Nedda. Mme Ackté. 1er costume

78Dryden, Leoncavallo, 31.
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(Déidamia [soprano], Frank [tenor], and “Une
voix” [unspecified low male voice]), violin, vio-
loncello, and piano; the manuscript copy for
two voices (Déidemia [sic] and Frank) and pi-
ano. Beginning with the second page of the
manuscript copy, Leoncavallo added parts for
violin and cello but stopped after three pages; a
later hand subsequently changed “Violino” to
“Violino II” and labeled Frank’s part “Violino
I,” perhaps with the intention of creating a
purely instrumental version. These settings
were performed, possibly for the first time, on
12 April 1888. Gil Blas reported the subse-
quent day:

The entire soirée was a success for the young com-
poser from beginning to end. A complete success,
first, for M. Leoncavallo’s charming student, Mlle
Berthe Rambaud [Leoncavallo’s future wife], who
sang, as no one could have done better, the song
Amore and a cantilena with violoncello. . . . But the
highlight of the soirée was the performance of the
two fragments of La Coupe et les lèvres, sung by
Madame Louvet of the Opéra and MM. Portejoie and
Challet, accompanied on violin and violoncello by
MM. Joubert and Mariotti. Applause broke out after
nearly every phrase.79

De Musset’s dramatic poem La Coupe et les
lèvres (the source also of Puccini’s Edgar) takes
its title from a French proverb and tells the
story of Frank, a rebellious hunter from a
Tyrolean village, torn between an urge to self-
destruct and a longing to find an unknown
ideal.80 Frank leaves for the city, and even
though he finds love (in the courtesan Monna
Belcolore), wealth, and fame, he feels ever more
empty. He sees his last hope in returning to his

childhood companion Déidamia, whose youth-
ful innocence reminds him of paradise. On their
wedding day, the jealous Monna Belcolore stabs
Déidamia, fulfilling the proverb’s warning.

Leoncavallo’s chamber setting provided sig-
nificant musical material for Pagliacci.81 The
most prominent case of self-borrowing is the
cantabile passage “Esprits! Si vous venez
m’annoncer ma ruine” (from the score’s auto-
graph section), which Leoncavallo reused for
Canio’s arioso “Sperai, tanto il delirio accecato
m’aveva” (see Table 3 and ex. 1). The stanzaic
structure is irregular even for the early 1890s:
the verses initially consist primarily of settenari
(verses of seven syllables), but the third is a
very rare novenario (verse of nine syllables) and
the second and sixth have their first accent on
the third syllable (“accecato” and “e fidente”)
instead of the traditional second or fourth;82

the second stanza consists of settenari doppi
(double verses of seven syllables), of which the
third has the first accent again on the third
syllable (“Va, non merti”). These irregularities
are the direct result of adapting the French
model (consisting of six alexandrines, a verse of
eight syllables, and two verses of six syllables),
which shows that Leoncavallo already knew at
the time he wrote the Pagliacci libretto that he
would reuse the melody of “Esprits, si vous
venez.”83

Toward the end of the second section (trans-
mitted in the manuscript copy), Leoncavallo
worked out a way in which the music could be
reused in Canio’s final threat to Nedda, adding

79“La soirée entière a été un long succès pour le jeune
compositeur. Succès complet d’abord pour la charmante
élève de M. Léoncavallo, Mlle Berthe Rambaud, qui a dit
comme on ne peut mieux la mélodie Amore et une
cantilène avec violoncelle. . . . Mais le clou de la soirée a
été l’exécution des deux fragments de la Coupe et les lèvres
chantés par Mme Louvet, de l’Opéra, et MM. Portejoie et
Challet, accompagnés avec violon et violocelle par MM.
Joubert et Mariotti. A chaque phrase presque les
applaudissements éclataient.” N. A., “Nouvelles et échos,”
Gil Blas, 13 April 1888, [1].
80The proverb is given at the beginning of the poem: “Be-
tween the cup and the lips there is still room for a misfor-
tune [Entre la coupe et les lèvres, il reste encore de la place
pour un malheur].” In its popular English form, “there’s
many a slip ’twixt cup and lip.”

81It also provided material for I Medici.
82On the issue of stanzaic structures, see Andreas Giger,
Verdi and the French Aesthetic: Verse, Stanza, and Melody
in Nineteenth-Century Opera (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-
versity Press, 2008); and idem, “Defining Stanzaic Struc-
ture in Verdi’s French Librettos and the Implications for
the Musical Setting,” Acta musicologica 73, no. 2 (2001):
141–63.
83See Alfred de Musset’s Oeuvres complètes, vol. 1, Poésies,
1828–1833 (Contes d’Espagne et d’Italie, Poésies diverses,
Spectacle dans un fauteuil) (Paris: Lemerre, 1876), 255–56.
Alexandrines (verses of twelve syllable [in the French sys-
tem of counting] with a caesura in the middle) are usually
translated into Italian as settenari doppi (double verses of
seven syllables [in the Italian system of counting]). But
whereas the hemistich of an alexandrine has an obligatory
accent on any of the first four and the sixth syllables, the
settenario has obligatory accents on either the second or
fourth and the sixth syllables. An accent on the third,
therefore, betrays a derivation from the French model.
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Table 3
The corresponding texts of Musset’s La Coupe et les lèvres (Oeuvres complètes, vol. 1, Poésies,

255–56; act I, sc. 3) and Leoncavallo’s Pagliacci (Libretto printed for the premiere, 7).

LA COUPE ET LES LÈVRES PAGLIACCI

Esprits! si vous venez m’annoncer ma ruine, [12]         Sperai, tanto il delirio [7]
Pourquoi le Dieu qui me créa [8]         accecato m’aveva, [7]

Fit-il, en m’aimant, tomber dans ma poitrine [12]         se non amor, pietà. . . mercé! [9]
L’étincelle divine [6]         Ed ogni sacrifizio [7]
Qui me consumera? [6]         al cor, lieto, imponeva, [7]

Pourquoi suis-je le feu qu’un salamandre habite? [12]        e fidente credeva [7]
Pourquoi sens-je mon Coeur se plaindre et s’étonner, [12]         più che in Dio stesso, in te! [7]
Ne pouvant contenir ce rayon qui s’agite, [12] Ma il vizio alberga sol nell’alma tua
Et qui, venu du ciel, y voudrait retourner? [12] negletta! [7x2]

Tu viscere non hai. . . sol legge è ’l
senso a te. . . [7x2]

Va, non merti il mio duol, o meretrice
abbietta, [7x2]

vo’ nello sprezzo mio schiacciarti sotto
i piè! [7x2]

Spirits! if you are coming to announce my ruin,         I hoped, so blinded
why, then, did the God who created me         was I by my passion,

make fall on my chest, as he gives me life,         if not for love, at least mercy. . . compassion!
a divine spark         And every sacrifice
that consumes me?         I gladly placed upon my heart,

Why do I follow the fire a salamander inhabits?         and trustful, I believed
Why do I feel my heart lament and be surprised,         in you more than in God Himself!
not being able to contain this flashing ray But only evil dwells in your abandoned soul!
which, coming from heaven, would like there to return. You have no guts . . . your senses are your only law.

Go, you do not deserve my grief, you despicable
whore;

in my disgust I will crush you beneath my feet!
[Adapted from the anonymous translation included
with EMI CD CMS 7 63967 2].

the Italian text (“Ah!. . . tu mi sfidi! e ancor
non l’hai capita! Ch’io non ti cedo! . . . Il nome
o la tua vita!”) to the existing music and ac-
commodating syllables when necessary by add-
ing notes to the vocal line or skipping mea-
sures (see Table 4 and ex. 2; the added notes are
identified by smaller size).84

How well do these quotations fit the new
dramatic context? In act I, sc. 3, of De Musset’s
poem, Frank, not knowing what to do with his
life, falls into a dream and hears a voice telling

him about the two paths in life: one quiet,
unremarkable, and narrow; the other stormy,
powerful, and immense. Frank, who believes
that the spirits have come to announce his
ruin, does not know what to make of the pre-
diction and, still dreaming, asks why God would
at once give him life and consume him with
his divine spark. The text, with a single excla-
mation point (after “Esprits”) and the subse-
quent series of question marks, seems to con-
vey a reflective rather than desperate emotion,
which Leoncavallo seeks to capture with the
major key and the instructions “cantabile,”
“rêvant,” “mettez la sourdine,” “legato,” and84Ibid., 305.
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Example 1: “Esprits! si vous venez m’annoncer ma ruine”
from Leoncavallo’s La Coupe et les lèvres (autograph manuscript,

Frederick R. Koch Collection, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University).
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Example 1 (continued)
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Example 1 (continued)

Table 4
The corresponding texts of Musset’s La Coupe et les lèvres (Oeuvres complètes, vol. 1, Poésies,

305; act V, sc. 3) and Pagliacci (libretto printed for the premiere, 39 and 41).

                   LA COUPE ET LES LÈVRES         PAGLIACCI

                                DÉIDAMIA
Mon ami, mon amant, respectez votre femme.
                                   FRANK
Non! non! quand ton baiser devrait brûler mon âme!
Non! quand ton Dieu jaloux devrait nous en punir!
                                DÉIDAMIA
Eh bien! oui, . . .

                                DÉIDAMIA
My friend, my love, respect your wife.
                                   FRANK
No! no! when your kiss should burn my soul!
No! when God, jealous, should punish us!
                                DÉIDAMIA
Well then, yes, . . .

                                CANIO
Ah! tu mi sfidi! E ancor non l’hai capita
Ch’io non ti cedo? Il nome, o la tua vita!
                                NEDDA
No! . . .

                                CANIO
Ah! you defy me still! And still don’t understand
that I’ll not yield? His name or your life!
                                NEDDA
No! . . .

[Adapted from the anonymous translation included
with EMI CD CMS 7 63967 2][

p. Only the removal of the mute in m. 20, the
minor tonicizations in mm. 20–28, and the ac-
cents in the vocal part in mm. 34–35 hint at a
somewhat more desperate emotion. In trans-
ferring the music to Pagliacci, Leoncavallo made
only superficial adjustments: he preserved the
key, most instruments and their function, and

the basic soft dynamic level but omitted the
mute from the start; marked the harp “marca-
to,” Canio “con grande espressione,” and the
cellos f and “cantato con passione”; reinforced
the texture by adding instruments; and intro-
duced accents earlier, first on the instrumental
eighth notes at “sol nell’alma” and then gradu-
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Example 2: Leoncavallo’s La Coupe et les lèvres with additions showing the intended adaptation
to the final scene of Pagliacci (manuscript copy with autograph additions, Frederick R. Koch

Collection, Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University).
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ally in other parts as well.85 As a result, the
music seems somewhat out of place at this
moment of great despair.

The second borrowing works better, even
though the dramatic situation is different. In
the final scene of De Musset’s poem, Déidamia
and Frank are about to be married. But whereas
he cannot wait to kiss her (“don’t turn these
charming lips away from me” [ne me détourne
pas cette lèvre chamante]), she wants to be
respected (“My friend, my love, respect your
woman” [Mon ami, mon amant, respectez votre
femme]) but succumbs and falls into his arms
just as Monna Belcolore arrives to kill her. In
Pagliacci, Canio, fed up with Nedda’s refusal
to break character and reveal her lover’s name,
threatens her one more time before killing her.
The chromatic lines surging to tremolo chords
supporting high vocal notes and the ascending
chromatic harmony fit the passion of both pas-
sages. At the end, Leoncavallo further increases
the tension in Pagliacci by turning the descend-
ing chromatic scale of La Coupe et les lèvres
(mm. 21–22) into an ascending one.86

As we have seen, Leoncavallo knew at the
time he wrote the libretto that he would reuse
“Esprits! si vous venez” in the final scene of
Pagliacci. And yet, he did not elaborate on the

composition in his “Appunti” even though he
was fully aware of its significance for the later
work. Perhaps Leoncavallo decided not to elabo-
rate because he was afraid that the self-borrow-
ings might have compromised the originality
of his most famous opera, especially because at
least one is of questionable dramatic relevance.
As it turns out, these are not the only substan-
tial borrowings: Julian Budden has shown, for
instance, that the duet between Silvio and
Nedda includes four measures that are virtu-
ally identical with a theme from the Piano Trio
in D Minor, op. 49, by Felix Mendelssohn-
Bartholdy.87 At a time when organic unity was
expected even of composers of Italian opera, a
score known to include substantial quotations
from an unrelated earlier work could have re-
flected poorly on Leoncavallo.88 His “Coro delle
campane,” certainly not a borrowing, was criti-
cized on at least one occasion for being too
similar to the chorus from “another lucky op-
era of very recent times” (d’altra fortunata op-
era recentissima).89 It is thus probable that his

85Ruggero Leoncavallo, “Pagliacci,” Autograph Manuscript
Score, Washington, DC, Library of Congress, 284–88.
86In contrast to the autograph score, preserved at the Li-
brary of Congress, the original piano-vocal score includes
in Canio’s part the instructions “violento” and “declamato
a piacere.” R. Leoncavallo, Pagliacci: Dramma in due atti
(Milan: Sonzogno, 1892), 197.

87Julian Budden, “Primi rapporti fra Leoncavallo e la Casa
Ricordi: Dieci missive finora sconosciute,” in Ruggero
Leoncavallo nel suo tempo: Atti del 1o convegno
internazionale di studi su Ruggero Leoncavallo, ed. Jürgen
Maehder and Lorenza Guiot (Milan: Sonzogno, 1993), 51.
88For the issue of organicism in the Italian fin-de-siècle,
see Alexandra Wilson, The Puccini Problem: Opera, Na-
tionalism, and Modernity (Cambridge: Cambridge Univer-
sity Press, 2007), 46–59.
89The “Coro d’introduzione” of Cavalleria rusticana, which
also includes bells. See [Alfredo] Soffredini, “Rivista
Milanese, Sabato, 28 Maggio, Teatro Dal Verme: I Pagliacci,
dramma lirico, parole e musica del maestro R.
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actual borrowings would have been held against
him.

PAGLIACCI and Verismo

The success of Pagliacci gave Leoncavallo the
freedom to pursue a performance of I Medici
and continue work on his planned tetralogy,
Crepusculum. It also thrust him into the de-
bates about opera aesthetics that occupied di-
vided, post-unification Italy. Even composers
without an evident political, cultural, or social
cause were assigned one, and Leoncavallo was
no exception.

Several issues dominated operatic discussion
at the time. We have already alluded to the
importance of organic unity, which in opera
refers to a composition conceived “di un getto”
(of one piece), without leaving any possibility
of adding or removing parts and thus destroy-
ing the unity of the whole. Somewhat more
controversial was the issue of national iden-
tity, the balance between building on Italy’s
long operatic tradition and keeping it fresh,
often by drawing on progressive foreign trends;
tipping the balance too much in the latter di-
rection could quickly earn a composer the epi-
thet “international.”90 Tied up with these de-
bates was the issue of musical borrowing: it
was sometimes seen as a sign of patriotism (a
connection to a composer’s heritage), some-
times a failure to evolve.91 The destiny of opera
was furthermore tied up with the “southern
question”: the problem that although Italy was
politically unified, it was socially and economi-
cally stratified, with the economic burden of
unification lying disproportionally on the poor
of the south, who were seen as impeding Italy’s
progress.92 As a result, many traditional opera
houses closed or were replaced by larger, multi-
purpose complexes (the so-called politeami),

and operatic topics began to focus on those
classes that had most suffered the economic
consequences of unification.93

Pagliacci was not primarily discussed in the
context of these issues but in yet another one,
verismo, a highly diverse set of trends in paint-
ing, literature, and music, commonly associ-
ated today with the theories of Giovanni Verga
and Luigi Capuana but more often seen in the
nineteenth century as a reaction against the
conventions of Romanticism.94 Following the
premiere at the Dal Verme, Amintore Galli, for
instance, pointed to the “principii veristi” (with-
out, however, naming them) present in Pa-
gliacci. After the premiere in Vienna, Eduard
Hanslick wrote:

In Italian opera it is not always easy to distinguish in
the audience’s applause truly deep, real sympathy
from an only momentary, noisy surge. But the
“Pagliacci” appear to have earned a real success.
Maestro Leoncavallo received frequent applause and
after each round immediately appeared on the open
stage, taking bow after bow. Strange that the follow-
ers of “verismo” in Italy, the advocates of nature’s
truth on stage, are wholly insensitive to these rough
disruptions of dramatic continuity.95

Not every critic saw the association between
Pagliacci and verismo in such clear-cut terms,
however. Fernand Gregh, for instance, did not
fall for the ostensible depiction of a “squarcio
di vita” (slice of life) mentioned in the “Pro-

Leoncavallo,” Gazzetta musicale di Milano 47, no. 22 (29
May 1892): 348.
90Most notably affected was Giacomo Puccini. See Fausto
Torrefranca, Giacomo Puccini e l’opera internazionale
(Turin: Bocca, 1912).
91Wilson, The Puccini Problem, 57.
92Alan Mallach, The Autumn of Italian Opera: From
Verismo to Modernism, 1890–1915 (Boston: Northeastern
University Press, 2007), 3–9; and Basini, “Masks, Minuets
and Murder: Images of Italy in Leoncavallo’s Pagliacci,”
50–63 and passim.

93For the politeami, see Toelle, Oper als Geschäft, 58–60.
94Andreas Giger, Verismo, Handwörterbuch der musikali-
schen Terminologie, ed. Hans Heinrich Eggebracht and
Albrecht Riethmüller (Wiesbaden: Steiner, 2004); and idem,
“Verismo: Origin, Corruption, and Redemption of an Op-
eratic Term,” Journal of the American Musicological So-
ciety 60 (2007): 271–315.
95“In der italienischen Oper ist es nicht immer leicht, zu
unterscheiden, was wirklich tiefere, echte Teilnahme, was
nur momentane lärmende Aufwallung in dem Beifall des
Publikums [ist]. Aber die ‘Pagliacci’ scheinen einen echten
Erfolg errungen zu haben. Maëstro Leoncavallo wurde viel
applaudiert, erschien auch nach jedem Applaus sofort bei
offener Scene auf der Bühne, sich wieder und wieder
verneigend. Merkwürdig, daß auch die Anhänger des
‘Verismo’ in Italien, die Verfechter der Naturwahrheit auf
der Bühne, ganz unempfindlich sind gegen diese groben
Störungen des dramatischen Zusammenhangs.” Eduard
Hanslick, “Italienische Opern in der Wiener Musik- und
Theater-Ausstellung (1892),” chapter in Fünf Jahre Musik
[1891–1895]: Der Modernen Oper VII. Teil, 3rd edn. (Ber-
lin: Allgemeiner Verein für Deutsche Litteratur, 1896), 63.
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logue”: “[Pagliacci] has the defect common for
this genre of pieces, in which there is a play
within a play: the dramatic illusion is taken, so
to speak, to the second power; there, the imita-
tion of life is nothing but the imitation of an
imitation, forcing us to remember that the ac-
tors, after all, are truly only actors.”96 Others
referred to conventions in the libretto. Rocco
Ferrari, as noted earlier, suggested to Leon-
cavallo that he replace a conventional excla-
mation, “Gesummaria,” with phrases more
specific to Montalto, and in the aftermath of
the premiere, Sonzogno wrote to Leoncavallo
that the “characters . . . speak a language and
demonstrate sentiments superior to their so-
cial standing” (i personaggi . . . parlano un
linguaggio e dimostrano sentimenti superiori
alla loro posizione sociale).97 Sonzogno was by
no means alone in this view. Galli pointed to
the same problem when he wrote that Tonio
expresses himself to Nedda in a manner too
aristocratic for his standing.98 And even though
he acknowledged the opera’s “veristic prin-
ciples,” he took his criticism of the language as
a point of departure for the following assess-
ment:

It seems to us that Maestro Leoncavallo profoundly
feels the musical romanticism of a Schumann, a
Gounod, and the idealism of a Brahms, and his sub-
jective and psychological tendency frequently mani-
fests itself in Pagliacci, especially in the love duet
between Silvio and Nedda. Here the low fairground
comedienne and the peasant Silvio elevate them-
selves to passionately felt and noble lyricism; the
words quiver with Sapphic voluptuousness, the mu-
sic lifts its flight to gentle ideality. But if criticism

96Fernand Gregh, “Musiques,” La Revue de Paris 10, no. 1
(January-February 1903): 217: “[Paillasse] a le défaut
commun à ce genre de pièces où il y a un théâtre sur le
théâtre: l’illusion dramatique y est portée, si l’on peut
dire, à la seconde puissance; l’imitation de la vie n’y est
plus que l’imitation d’une imitation, et, nous forçant à
nous souvenir que les acteurs ne sont vraiment après tout
que des acteurs].” Sansone (“The ‘Verismo’ of Ruggero
Leoncavallo,” 358), finally, makes the argument that the
“Prologue” does not reflect Leoncavallo’s aesthetic con-
victions but instead “tries to reconcile the clown’s story
with the ‘fait-divers’ dug out from the composer’s child-
hood.”
97Sonzogno to Leoncavallo, 26 May 1892 (CH-LObc).
98Amintore Galli, “Pagliacci: Dramma in un atto, parole e
musica di R. Leoncavallo, rappresentato al teatro Dal Verme
di Milano,” Il teatro illustrato 12, no. 138 (June 1892): 84.

should perchance find a less than perfect correspon-
dence of words and music, nobody will refuse to
acknowledge the melodic exquisiteness, balanced
phrases, and colorful orchestration as the greatest
merits of this duet, [a duet] that will remain among
the most remarkable creations of these recent times.99

It has been said that Leoncavallo disliked
the term “verismo,” but in the context of
Pagliacci’s critical association with this move-
ment, he may have felt the need to tighten the
connection by distorting the facts.100 The con-
nection between the opera’s plot with the rich
tradition of Tabarin works (both plays and op-
eras) had clearly become a problem, not only
because some critics suspected plagiarism but
also because the Tabarin tradition made the
story appear conventional or derivative, under-
mining Leoncavallo’s claim that he had based
it on his own memory of a real-life event.
Whether or not Leoncavallo knew about the
connection between the “Prologue” and Ermete
Novelli’s adaptation of Tamayo y Baus’s Un
drama nuevo, the discovery of that connection
would, in light of Maurel’s input, have raised
the further issue of a previously unacknowl-
edged collaborator. In addition, the borrowings,
both from himself (La Coupe et les lèvres, a
French work) and others (Mendelssohn’s piano
trio, a German work), could have ignited a po-
tentially damaging discussion about Pagliacci’s
italianità. All of this is not to say that Pagliacci
is not a good example of verismo; it fits, after
all, a preponderance of the characteristics dis-
cussed in nineteenth-century sources and has

99“Il maestro Leoncavallo ci sembra senta profondamente
il romanticismo musicale di uno Schumann, di un Gounod
e l’idealismo di un Brahms, e questa sua tendenza soggettiva
e psicologica si manifesta spesso nei Pagliacci, e in ispecie
nel duetto d’amore tra Silvio e Nedda. Qui la bassa
commediante da fiera e il campagnuolo Silvio si elevano
ad una lirica appassionatamente sentita ed elettissima: la
parola freme di voluttà saffica, la musica leva il volo a
gentile idealità. Ma se la critica può per avventura trovare
non perfettamente identificate la parola colla musica, non
va disconosciuto il grandissimo pregio di squisitezza
melodica, di equilibrata condotta e di colorita
strumentazione di codesto duetto, che resterà fra i più
cospicui scritti in questi ultimi tempi.” Galli, “Pagliacci,”
84.
100Dryden, Leoncavallo, 35. Dryden uses the phrase
“verismo, a genre Leoncavallo loathed,” without, how-
ever, acknowledging a source.
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been acknowledged as a prime example of
verismo opera ever since. But Leoncavallo saw
his legacy under attack and took every oppor-
tunity afforded him to defend it, not least by
cloaking the opera’s true genesis
in the commedia of his “Appunti.”

Abstract.
In 1943 Allied bombs destroyed the archives of
Leoncavallo’s publisher, Sonzogno, and of the Teatro
Dal Verme, where Pagliacci was first performed. As
a result, many sources pertaining to the opera’s com-
positional history were lost, and scholarship has re-
lied almost exclusively on Leoncavallo’s unpublished
autobiographical manuscript, “Appunti.” Contextual
sources such as notifications in the press, eyewit-
ness accounts, and a large body of mostly unpub-
lished correspondence now suggest that Leoncavallo
cloaked the opera’s genesis to protect its legacy.

l

Leoncavallo was twice charged with having imi-
tated an existing play. In his protracted defense, he
took every opportunity to distinguish his libretto
from the literary tradition to which it belongs and
tie it instead to the verismo movement (with which
critics had associated it since the premiere). He be-
gan to claim, for instance, that the libretto was based
on a crime of passion he had witnessed in Montalto
and invented a version of that crime that matched
the libretto. Furthermore, in preparation of the first
performance in Paris, he actively contributed to a
staging faithfully depicting Montalto in an attempt
to highlight the originality of the story. And as he
was tightening the opera’s connection to verismo,
he was concealing aspects that would have reflected
poorly on the opera’s reception, including Sonzogno’s
initial concerns regarding the music and the pres-
ence of substantial musical self-borrowings. Key-
words: Leoncavallo, Pagliacci, legacy, sources,
verismo


